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Volleyball coach's _actions investigated 
Coach Carmen Pennick 
Forgiveness 
policy revised 
by Beverly Bartelson 
Future start 
The grade forgiveness policy, in 
effect this semester, has been revis-
ed. 
Dr. Charles N. Micarelli, dean of 
undergraduate studies, said as a 
result of input from both faculty and 
students, the policy was revised and 
policy is "spelled out more clearly" 
and goes into more detail. He said 
the administration made the deci· 
sion to change the policy. 
''There was a rush to get the 
policy out for the fall semester and 
as a result there were oversights on · 
our part,'' he said. 
According to the updated policy, a 
student who repeated two or more 
courses at a Florida public com· 
munity college or a Florida state 
university, and who included those 
courses in the transfer of an 
associate of arts degree may not use 
grade forgiveness 'again at UCF 
because of the two course limit. 
But, any other transfer student 
may exercise the policy for courses 
taken and repeated at UCF since 
any forgiveness he or she may have 
been granted elsewhere will not 
transfer to UCF. Previously, if a stu-
dent repeated two courses at a com· 
munity college or ·another universi-
ty, he or she could not repeat any at 
UCF. 
. A student who repeated a cotirse 
at UCF before fall 1981, may repeat 
the course again to take advantage 
of the forgiveness policy. In this 
case, the lower of the previous two 
grades will be forgiven. Micarelli 
said the previous policy did not 
state which grade W()uld be forgiven. 
A "Grade Forgiveness Request 
Form" must be turned in to the Of-
fice of Records and Registration im-
mediately after registration and no 
1.ater than the last day of Add/drop. 
This is one day earlier than the 
deadline stated in the original 
policy. 
''Students will be notified if they 
are forgiven after the repeated 
course is completed,'' said Micarelli. 
by Vince Cotroneo 
Sports editor 
The university is investigating a 
former play~r's complaints concer-
ning volleyball coach Carmen Pen-
nick. 
The player, Nancy Pfordresher, 
was dismissed fro~ the team during 
the Texas Longhorn Invitational. 
University officials refused to 
release details of the incidents 
leading to the dismissal. 
However, a member of the athletic 
department said Pfordresher 
. refused to seat herself during a 
team meeting. The source said the 
player was .dismissed. from the 
meeting and told to wait outside the 
team car, where there was further . 
· discussion. 
· Dr. Robert Handberg is in-
vestigating the incident for the 
University Athletic Committee. He 
refused to comment on specifics of 
the complaint. 
Handberg is one of three ombud-
smen of the athletic committee. It is 
Handberg's responsibility to see if 
the dispute can be· resolved, and to 
make recommendations to UCF 
President 'Frevor Colboum .. 
Bill Goldsby, athletics business 
manager, said he was informed of 
the incident soon after it occurred . 
"I was aware of the situation 
within an hour," · Goldsby said. 
Goldsby met with Pfordresher on 
Sunday and with Pennick on Mon-
day. "My recommendation will be 
based on what I heard from the two 
·people,'' Goldsby said. 
Pennick would not describe the in-
cident but agreed with the decision 
; to hold a hearing. "We are governed 
under the rules .of the AIA W, 
(Association . of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women) that give a 
player an option for a hearing, which 
· I strongly believe in." 
She said she will abide by the 
university's decision following the 
inquiry. 
Pfordresher would not release 
details either because it is under in-
Coach, page 4 
llrlan LaPeter/Future 
Blimey! A British debate team defended its Empire against UCF debaters Wednesday. See story, page 8. 
Resolution opposes mandatory meal plan 
Dorm students want choice 
by Elizabeth Perkins original reasoning behind · the 
Future start obligatory meal program was that 
· there were only about 200 students 
Dorm residents, frllstrated with living on campus. Without the re-
the mandatory meal plan, have quirement, there was no assurance 
started a movement to abolish it and that enough students would be 
to adopt a voluntary system. eating at SAGA to keep it in opera-
A resolution aimed at implemen· tion. · 
ting a· voluntary meal ·plan for the Now, with over 200 residents this 
spring semester was introduced into semester and over 900 expected in 
the student senate by Sen. Kathleen the spring, Chandler said "the 
Johnson. The resolution went before justification for a mandatory pro-
the senate Tuesday and was pass.ed, gram is not there; we have enough 
33-1. residents." . 
Final decision- on changing the Chandler said the administration 
meal plan is up to university ·ad- had promised for the last two years 
ministration. Even so, student body to take a look into a voluntary 
president George Chandler, who is system. "SAGA is not the pro-
also a qorm resident, said he feels blem," he said. "The university 
that the yes vote will help get rid of seems to fear that the dorm 
mandatory meal plans. residents would not have a place to 
Currently, UCF is the only school eat:'' 
with a mandatory meal plan. The Dick Scott, director of Auxiliary 
- . 
Services, said that the administra-
tion has formed a committee to look 
at the situation. "We have to look 
at what kind of voluntary plan 
would be successful. We are willing 
to look at it, but it is hard to get the 
·students together.'' 
A petition opposing mandatory 
meal plans was passed around the 
resident halls last week. The peti-
tion read: "We, the undersigned · 
resident hall students, do not feel a 
mandatory meal plan is fair or 
legitimate . . Therefore, we will refuse 
to pay for the meal plan if it is man-
datory· spring semester, 1982." 
More than 300 signed the petition. 
Chandler described his petition as 
"a possible last-ditch effort" to con· 
vince the administration. He added 
that there is a possibility of taking 
the case to court, if necessary. 
Saga, f>P ·e. 
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HEY 
For Eyes! 
At no extra charge: 
o Photogrev Lenses Plastic Lenses o 
Fashion Tints o 
Wire Frames o 
selection of 300 o 
o sunglasses. 
o over5ize Lenses 
o ·Quality Guaranteed 
FRAMES & Ll;NSES 
·coMPLETE 
. . SJJ 
546 Bifocals 
OR 
The greatest values in sight. TM 
Cassleberry • 430 East Highway 436, (1/2 mile east of 17-92) • 339-0400 
Locations in: Florida , California, Delaware , Illinois. Maryland. 
Massachusetts. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Washington, D.C. 
$3 OFF QN HAIRCUTS• $4 OFF ON COLOR WITH CUT 
•SCULPTURED NAILS $25• 
(WITH STUDENT l.D.) . 
(Not to be used with other discounts) 
'D.Af%>f? 
Command. PerformaueC 
Complete H1irstylir11 For Men ind Women 
. Winter Park ·Mall, 534 N. Orlando Ave. tYinter Park, Fl. 32789 628-8936 
HOURS M-F 10 to 9 Sat. 9 to 8 Sun. 12:30 to 5 
·A1 A Gl.ANCE 
EVENTS 
Today is the last day to withdraw from a class. Students wishing to 
drop a class should go to the r~gistrar's office . 
••• 
The Marketing Association is hosting a kickoff party at the Kiosk 
today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for its Monster Mash ticket sales. The 
Mash is an annual event to benefit the American Cancer Society. Tim 
Coons will provide entertainment at the kickoff with WDIZ's Rude 
Awakening team, Carren Sheldon and Mike Lyons. Refreshm~nts will 
be available and promotional items valued at $3,500 will be given away 
with the tickets sold. 
• •• 
There will be'a Goodwill-clothes drive Oct. 21 in front of the Knight's . 
Den all day. The drive is be~g sponsored by SAE frat.e~ty. 
••• 
The Freedom of Choice Coalition, an umbrella organization 
representing all pro-choice groups in Florida, is sponsoring a parade 
rally and demonstration Oct. 17. 
Guest speakers at the rally will include Rep. Elaine Gordon, Patricia 
Kennedy, President of Florida National Organization for Women, and 
Janice Compton-Carr, coordinator of the North Florida Abortion 
·Rights Action League. · · 
For more information contact Ms. Ronni Sanlo, coordinator of the 
Freedom of Choice Coalition Rally, at tpe Birth Control Center, 101 S. 
Florida Ave., Deland, 32720 (904-736-1038). · 
••• 
If you have not received an ID, the Information Booth on the second 
floor of the Administration Building will be open from 5-7 p.m., Oct. 
19-21. . 
••• 
The UCF fall semester Blood Drive, in cooperation with the Central 
· Florida Blood Bank, will be held on Oct. 20 from ~ a.m. to 4 p.m. from 
the Blood Bank's Mobile Unit parked at the Kiosk. 
• •• 
The Budapest String Band will video-tape one of Channel 24 ~ s 
"Sunshine Music Hall" programs on Oct. 19 at 7 .p.m. All are invited 
to attend at :ho charge. The taping will be at the studio, 11510 E. Col· 
onial br . . 
• •• 
Anyone interested in becoming a wrestlerette may . call Lynne 
Lorincz at 678-6768, or attend the Oct. 20 meeting at 5 p.m. in ED. 
157. 
• •• 
There will be a UCF Foundation Book Sale Oct. 20-22 from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. on the Bookstore Patio . 
••• 
Tom Sullivan-singer, composer, actor, athlete, humanist-whose 
blindness since birth has never hampered a fierce will to excel, will' 
make.a special appeai:ance at the.university Oct. 23, 8 p.m. in the· gym-
nasium. 
The program is being presented by the UCF Counselor Education 
Association, and is the second in the group's annual festivals featuring . 
notable personalities in various fields. Dr. Leo Buscaglia, who drew a 
standing ropm only audience to UCF last spring, w:as the first guest. 
Sullivan's appearance will center on stimulating his audience using 
many of his own experiences and examples fr9m others in combatting· 
what he terms as "inconveniences" that can be turned into advan-
. tages. 
Tickets for the performance are available for $5, and may be obtain· 
ed by calling the Centralized Services office at UCF, 2191, the College 
of Education's Dr. Lance Percy, program coordinator, 2595, or at local . 
ticket outlets. 
• •• 
John Rigney from Red Lobster will be the quest speaker at th~ Oct. 
20 meeting of the UCF Marketing Association. M~. Rigney will speak 
on the growth of careers in marketing research. The Association 
meetings are held Tuesdays at 11 a.m. in the Classroom Bldg. Rm. 
226. ' . 
••• 
Two UCF students, Michelle Eno and LeeAnn Delgado, will be com· 
peting in the Miss Orlando Pageant Saturday in the Bob Carr 
Municipal Auditorium. Eno, 19, is a sophomore engineer.ing major and 
Delgado, 18, is a freshman pre-law major. _ 
UpdATE 
The Housing Office is accepting applications for resident adviser 
positions. Three women are needed for the positions. Applications can 
be obtained through the housing office and must be submitted by Oct. 
23, 5 p.m. · 
Some of the qualifications are: a cumulative 2.5 GPA, a 2.0 GPA for 
the semester, and experience living in the UCF residence-halls for at 
1,...""""• ---. _,.., ___ J...-- __ ...] ---Ll ___ ---- --.1.-- -L. -Ll..-- -.-L ......... 1 
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Universities wm· 'wait and see'_ if bill threatens funds 
by Glenn Anderson 
Future 11alf 
'Education, a student-run organiza- \ 
tion at FSU. In the . classroom, 
teachers were not to advocate 
University officials must decide premarital sex, according to the 
between losing state funds if they oath. The C.P.E. contacted at-
refuse to enforce the :Trask-Bush tomeys and was able to stop the ad-
Amendment, a motion that denies minstration's enforcement of the 
state funding to campus groups oath without court action. · 
which recommend or adv~te sex- At the University of Florida in 
ual relations between unmB¥ied per- Gainesville, the student senate pass-
sons, or face almost certain civil · ed a resolution stating that adults 
rights lawsuits from student groups have the right to make independent 
if the measure is observed.. Faced decisions concerning sex. There are 
with those options many univer- · also student homosexual and lesbian 
sities, including UCF, have taken a groups on campus,_ but the universi-
. wait-and-see attitude. ty's lawyers do not feel that they 
The amendment, endorsed by violated the law. 
Senator Allen Trask and Represen- The University of South Florida 
tative Tom Bush, was attached as a has taken the strongest stand 
rider to the 81/82 . appropriations against the Trask/Bush Amend-
bill, and it is an attempt to keep ment. On September 22, .the senate 
homosexual groups off state cam- · of the student government adopted 
puses. - a resolution that "recommends and 
News Aflalysis 
The Florida D~partment of Educa-
tion has challenged· the amendment 
with a suit to gQ before the Florida 
Supreme Court on Nov~ 2 . . 
Commissioner of Education, 
Ralp}l Turlington said the amend-
- ment was being challenged bec~use 
the bill is ''being used to deprive in-
nocent persons of scholarships, 
grants and classes.'' Because the 
appropriations bill regulates state 
funding, Turlington said he believes 
heterosexuals will be forced to suffer 
at the expense of gay rights ac-
tivists and persons who advocate 
·premarital sex. 
Turfulgton added, "I am opposed 
to homosexuality, I am opposed to 
sin: If the appropriations bill had 
not been used as a vehicle for this 
amendment I can categorically state 
tpat we would not be involved in 
this issue.'' 
The reaction at UCF has been 
compliant. 
George Chandler, president of 
Student Government, stated, ''we 
will abide by it until it is defeated." 
The adminstration- of Florida 
State University .recently attempted 
to obtain a signed "sexual ·loyalty 
oath'' from 150 instructors working 
for the Center ·for Participant 
There is Hope in Life. 
Does life seem without hope? You don't. 
know who you are or why you are here, or 
where you are going? J~s Christ said, 
"Happy are those who hunger and thirst 
for righteousness, for they shall be 
satisfied." (Matthew 5:6) He. can satisfy 
both heart and mind by helping you to 
discove.r you are His creature made for 
fellowship with God and that you . can 
have eternal life in Him. He is ready and 
longing to be invited into your life. 
Let us share Jesus_yvith you 
this sunday at 
The First Baptist Church 
of Oviedo 
FIVE MILES NORTH OF UCF 
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL 
8:30 AM, 11:00 AM, 7:00 PM 
DR. WILLIAM R. MARR, PASTOR 
STAN TILLMAN, MINISTER OF YOUTH 
AND EDUCATION 
advocates sexual relations between 
any consenting adults." 
A newly formed organization at 
U8F, Sigma Epsilon Chi (SEX), has 
requested provisional status from 
the university. The sole purpose of 
the group is to advocate sex between 
married and/or unmarried persons. · 
Forcing a decision about the issue, 
USE. President John Lott Brown 
has filed suit against offi~ials enforc-
ing the ·amsndment and students 
violating it. 
Comptroller Gerald Lewis 
threatened to cut off all funds to the 
university if USF failed to comply 
with the law. That would have left 
USF unable to meet an October 15 
payroll of $3 million. · But U.S. 
District Judge Ben Krentzman, who 
is to hear the case, issued a 10-day 
temporary restraining order enabl-
ing the university to keep its doors 
open. Krentzman said he would con-
sider extending· the order and would 
set a date for the preliminary injunc-
tion. 
Ken Richter, president of U.SF 
Student Government, said that the 
issue .wasn~t premarital · sex or 
homosexuality 1 but that this 
met:sure ''prevents students from 
advocating a position." He went on 
to express his fear that if this infr-
ingement of free speech went · un-
. challe~ged it would set a precedent 
Amendment, page 12i 
PfotessOr claims law 
limits freedom · 
by Mary Wilson · 
Edltor·ln-chlel 
Dr. David Slaughter is encourag-
ing UCF students to "take a stand 
to support academic fr~dom" by 
opposing the Trask-Bush amend- · 
ment. 
''It's gonna affect each of us 
sooner or later," he said. "Most peo-
ple do not understand what the issue 
.is. It's not a question of gay rights, 
but of the First Amendment.'' 
Slaughter, a professor of public 
administration, is an outspoken ad-
vocate of keeping campuses open to 
a xariety of ideas and organizations. 
As a lawyer, he represented a 
homosexual student .filing suit 
against Polle Community College 
when it_ denied him the right to _form 
a gay organization on campus. 
As an instructor, he sponsored a 
campus debate on legislation and 
morality, featuring a cross-section 
of panelists froni prostitutes to· 
preachers. 
Under the ''loosely-worded'' 
Trask-Bush amendment such 
organizations and Q.iscussions could 
be prohibited, he said. 
The amendment denies . state fun-
ding to any Florida college or univer-
sity providing facilities, assistance 
or recognition to any organization 
advocating sex between unmarried 
persons. 
. While authors 8_en. Alan Trask, 
D-Winter Park, and Rep. Tom Bush, 
R-Fort Lauderdale, have said the bill 
is aimed at homo8exuals, Slaughter 
said it could affect university clliµcs 
· that distribute birth control devices, 
or the freedom of instructors to plan 
curriculum. 
''Look at a lc;>eal (UCF) exa~ple, 
(Dr. Randy) Fisher's class," he said. 
Fisher teaches a course on the 
· psychology of sexual behavior. which 
features films ·and guest speake~s 
Professor, page 12 
-Go KNIG.HTS! 
HAPPY HOUR 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 1 i 
PITCHERS. $2.50 
_MUGS50¢ 
6:30PM · 9:30PM 
e 
!-
. ~ 
~ ' 
. ~ 
. ~ 
~ · 
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SAGA-- from page I 
"I do not think it is fair,;, 
Chandler said. "We need a system 
that ·works well at}d is reasonable, 
the current meal plan is neither." 
After hearing about the petition, 
Scott said, "I want to look at wbat 
the students do want, not what they 
do not want." 
Future-October 16, 1981 
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UN (Mf>RESSE.D !! 
coot...' 
by Dave Mitchell 
1 'M NO"\ S<'R€ / SOT l' 
T+\ll'J"' 1'\lf' ~u-ST SEEN 
l N SUL "T€~ S'/ A 
•' POO'T- HE:At>'~/ 
.SAGA is a private food service 
corporation -with over 400 accounts.-. ...__~~-in colleges all 'over the couritry, and .__._ ____ _..._ ____ iiiili .. 
1 
is not affiliated with the state 
university system. 
Randy Roessler, UCF food service 
director, has been with SAGA for 10 
years. He said whatever the out-
come, SAGA will neither lose or 
gain money. 
"It will depend on the arrange-
ment the administration makes with 
us," Roessler said. "It .would have 
to be negotiated under the present 
contract." The current contract ex-
pires in June 1982. Roessler added 
that,, in the long run, a voluntary 
program would not be beneficial to 
the students. ''I would rather not 
see us go voluntary, because with a 
mandatory plan you meet the needs 
of a greater number of people." 
Out of every meal plan, approx-
imately $4 per week goes to the ad-
.ministration's auxili~ fund,. accor-
ding to. Chandler. 
Last year the administration 
cleared over $100,000 dollars from 
the mandatory meal program. 
for sale 
ROWNG STONES 
- TICKETS FOR SALE 
PHONE 831-5911 
·1911 mobile home 24' x 44'. 3-bedroom 1 Yi-bath. 
$6,000 dawn and assume mortgage. Located 2 
miles from UCF. Call 277-8777 after 6:00 PM. 
· UCF student panel show to air on Sundays 
Combining . controversey and 
education, "Pro and Con" is a half-
hour television program presented · 
by college students . . 
Dr. Mark Stern of UCF's .Political 
Science Department moderates the 
1show which debates current topics. 
The show, which has been in 
;existence for 22 years is on Channel 
·9at1 p.m. on Su~days. 
Students generate topics for the 
-shows and sugge.st appropriate 
guests. Stern then invites tl}e 
guests to appear on the show. The 
schedule of topics through the end of 
the year is as follows:Oct. 18-' 'Is 
Orlando in Control of its Future?"; 
Noy. 1-"Do Public Employee~ 
Really Have . ·collective 
Barg~ning? "; Nov. 8-" Should 
Creationism and Evolution be 
Taught as a Science in Public 
Schools?"; "Nov. 29, Dec. 6- "Are 
Children Being Heard in the Divorce 
Process?"; Dec. 20- "Is Chemical 
Waste Disposal a Safe Process?"; 
Coach-- from page i · 
vestigation. 
After meeting with the two par-
ties, Handberg will not be able to 
make his recommendation to 
Colbourn until he returns from an 
out-of-town trip Monday. 
. "Obviously something has hap-
pened," Handberg said. "I hope 
everyone can resolve their problems. 
I don't assume it won't · be 
resolved.'' 
This is the second year that Pen-
nick has coached at the university, 
leaving a similar post at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati. Pennick directed 
the Lady Kmghts into Division I 
competition for 1981. She is also the 
state AIA W volleyball chairperson. 
and Dec. 27- ''ls Florida Adequately 
Planning its Atomic Energy , 
Usage?" 
Nancy Pf ordresher 
Pfordr.esher was recruited from 
Mother McCauley High School -in 
Chicago, Ill. 
·MARKETPLACE 
. . 
· roommatP.s 
. help wanted 
fem ale needed to share 2-bdrm. 2-tUll bath apt. PART-TIME LANDSCAPERS NEEJ)ED. M~st be . 
willing to work hard and be available 2 full days a 
week, sat. optionat, exp. preferred. Call 831-
8101. 
JOBS JOBS JOBS 
OVERSEAS JOBS • Summer, year-round. Europe. S. $220/mo., includes all utll. & groc. Available Nov. 
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500- 1, possibly before. Call Lisa, 277-3879 after 6 P.M 
$1200/mo. Sightseeing. Fr:ee info. Write IJC, box or weekends. 
52-FL-4, Corona del Mar, CA 92625. 
MEN! - WOMEN! 
All over the nation. Not an agency. Call 602-252· 
2 tickets to Journey concert October 23 at 0979 oper. 7008. 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experien-
ce required. Excellent. pay. ·Worldwide travel. 
fun and clean roommate to .-share 2-bedroom 
townhouse at Curry ford Road. $145 monthly, Yi 
utility and phone. 273·2353. 
Summer job or career. Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, Roommate needed. Male, nonsmoker to share a Lakeland Civic Center. $18 each. Call 851-1805 
before 10 AM or after 5 PM. Goad flexitile job for dependable students for a Dept. C-12, Box 2049, Port Angeles;WA 98362· new, 3-bedroom, energy-efficient home in nice 
custom cleaning service. Must have car & phone. neighborhood. $165 plus % low utilities. Call Bill, 
1980 Suzuki GS550E, fairing, sissy bar, tour rack, · 3.50/4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview. 678-9984. 
Niva helmet, excellent cond. Asking $1775. 277- ~-------------·---....-----.------------l 
9039 after 6 PM. f Aloma/436 area. Furn. room. full US.e of home, typists or ~ent pool, kitchen, and laundry facility. $150/month. 
75 Celica MUST SELL first 1700 takes it! Need 
money for school. Call 677-1806. 
·Datsun 240Z wheel covers & rims. $20 . . Call Mit-
ch, 671-4712. · 
Clarinet - doblet, very good condition - 'used only 
one year. Asking $295 (sells new for $500}. Call 
275-3924 evenings. 
Laler, helibm-neon, ;led ltss thin 10 hours far 
dltpllJ. $250. Call 859-9795. 
SURPLUSJEEPS,CARS,TRUCKS 
Car-Inv. value $2143 sold for $100. For infor-
mation. on purchlsin1 similar nrplni, call 602-
941-8014 Ext. 8587. Phone call 'refundlble. 
i977 Honda Civic· 4-~ station w11on. 45,000 
miles, good condition, pod ll• mlle11e, AM/FM 
radio, lood Mlchelln tlrn. $2800. Call alter 6 PM 
671-2589. ' 
3· mobile liomes - 1982's, brand new, never been 
llved In. 
14x54, 2-bdrm 1-bath, $8,000 
14156, 2-bdrm. 2-bath, $8,200 
14x70, 3-bdrm. 2-bath, $11,000 
~II Juan at 3&S:.1709. 
r------------..;_---J 
carpool 
,Carpbool ride needed from Winter Springs area 
off 434. Will pay fo~ gas. Call 339-6378 .. 
Lost -· Texas Instrument SR-50 10/8/81 in 
Classroom Building. If found, please call 273-
0312. Reward. 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term House for rent · 3 bdrm. 2 bath, fireplace, fenced 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction yaril. -S minutes from UCF. $425/mo. 6 month 
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. lease, 1st & last; Call 275-7997 or 273-2817. 
Reaionable. Ca!I ~a, 678-1386. 
Secretarial solutions: you .do the studying & leave 
the typing to me. Longwood, Altamonte, Winter 
park. Call Marlene; 862-4385. 
273-5610 
UNIVERSITY VILLAS 
f umished & Unfurnished $235-$260 
2 Pools, Tennis Courts 
Call 677-0688. 
fem ale roommate wanted. New 2-bedroom 1 Yi· 
bath townhouse. Has washer, dryer, ·and dish· 
washer. Located 'lz mile from campus. Call Keira 
after 4 PM at 282-4212. 
Responsible female roommate needed to share 2-
bdrm. l'lz-bath apt. $147.50/ino. & Yi utilities. 
fully furnished except bdrm. furn. Vizcaya apts. 
Curry ford·· Rd. 277-2899 or 894-8821. Ask for 
Carole. · 
MPROVE YOUR GRADES, f AST ACCURATE On-site bus SVC. to UCF & Colonial Mall 
.'YPING, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT Your own room - 3-bdrm. apt. You pay 'A rent & 
WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if reque~te·d. ;1------------------t utiUties. Call 677-1695. 
exp., fulfatime. Kathy's Typing Service. 568-2969. 
Excellence In TYPING . helps the appearance ind 
the 11"1de! Term -papers, Thesis, Dissertations. 
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done 
on IBM Set. 11- 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 365-
6874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:38 PM. · 
----
Typing specialist far students & professors. IBM 
& Turablan style. Nancy -851-4489. 
Typing service available, 11 years experience. 
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257. 
Sten-o-Type 
TYPING--WORD PROCESSING 
Dissertation -Theses 
851-5252 
• services 
·find out what your IQ is and what your ·opti.mum 
capabilities are in life! Take a free IQ test and 
personality analysis. Call the Dianetics Center at 
423-8413 for an appointment. 
FREE PREGNAN,CY TESTING 
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223 
free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appointme11t·Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, 
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low 
cost, confidential senices. · 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization. · 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
1 6 Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering Rates too hip? Call me. Prof. typist, 1 yrs. ex- lepl and medical referral, counseling, hot line' 
perlence it low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 678- with trained members & special activities. for in-
4360. formation call 843-2750. 
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable. ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST~ 
Ca!ll Halli. 677-5983 or 678-7371. LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL Privacy, conflden· 
tiality guarantHd. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 . 
·N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours · 
a'llly: 422-0606~ or toll free 1 (800} 432-8517. · 
I • 
@£poc 
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Administrators work to ·recruit black faculty, students 
by Jini Burgess 
Future staff 
Administrators are working to im-
proye the university environment 
for blacks, following criticisms from 
black faculty, students and staff. 
Studies - are involved in minority 
recnii.tment, the Office of Minority 
Student Services is- -backing the 
largest drive for students. 
The fu-st workshop recommenda-
tion for student recruitment was a 
suggestion to hold a· meeting with 
Dr. Charles Micarelli, dean of 
Undergraduate Stu~es, to 'deter-
mine a timetable fot r~cruitment. 
According to Belle, he has spoken 
with Micarelli, but there still has to 
be a general meeting of students, 
faculty and administration. Belle 
said there are no immediate plans 
for a meeting. 
Across the nation 
A second recommendation called recruitment of black faculty and 
for coordination of black student staff was for creation of a committee 
recruitment in Minority Student to meet with university administra· 
Services. "It's still not here," Belle ~ tion about the urgency of recruiting 
said. "The Admissions Office is in- more .blacks in faculty and staff -
volved in it, . the Office of · positions. According to Belle, this 
Undergraduate Studies and ours, : hasn't been done. · ' 
but the entire coordination is not Colbourn agreed there is a need. to 
-here in this office. And I. guess, my have more black faculty members. 
feeling is, I would not . accept it "If your are going to succeed in 
unless we had the staff _to do it." recruiting more minority students, 
The final . recommendation for you must get more minority facul· 
recruitment sought appropriate ty," Colbourn .said. "We have had 
staff and resources for Minority Stu- few positions available until this 
dent Services to ~ry out recruit· year. This year ·we have approx-
ment. · imately 40 new faculty positions. 
The first recommendation for Retreat, p~ge 21 
On Feb. 27 and 28, 1981, UCF 
black faculty and staff, -and 
members of the Black Student 
Union, gathered for a retreat 
workshop ·weekend. During the 
meetings a list of priority recom-
mendations was .made, to be 
presented to UCF President Trevor 
Colbourn. The items were divided 
into three seperate topics: recruit-
ment of black · students, recruit-
ment of black fraculty and 'staff, 
and curriculum (courses). a.lacks experience alienation on campuses-
Dr. Robert Belle, ·. director· of 
Minority Student Services, said his 
office is working to increase the 
number of blacks (4 percent) and 
other minority students on campus. 
"I think that number(4 percent) is 
pretty consistant With some of the 
other state universities," Belle said. 
"I know I'm not happy with that 
number, and Dr. Colbourn has ex- , 
pressed that he's riot happy · with 
that low statistic." Belle said the 
total enrolhp.ent of minority 
students probably will stay consis-
tant over the next few years, due in 
- part to a lack of university space. 
Although the Admissions Office 
and the Office of Undergraduate 
"If our dreaded national 
disease, racism, is not addressed 
in our institutions of higher learn-
ing, 9an we really expect to c~m­
front the problem successfully in 
any other setting?" 
Asst. Vice-Provost 
William Harvey, 
· St~te . University of New York 
· According to Harvey, on a na-
tional scale the level of com-
munication between whites and 
minorities may be less than it has 
been at any time sine~ the open-
ing of the academic gates to non-
whites in the 1960 's. 
. A common feeling expressed by 
many whites is that blacks on 
campus segregate themselves by 
NEED AUTO INSURANCE? 
You need·to call:·· 
898-~454 
Orlando Fashion Square 
Altamonte Mall 
~olusia Mall 
Of NEW YORK 
=· 
<·· 
<·. 
Visa • Diners Club r· ..
MaslerCard • American Express 
not participating in activities and 
organizations. . · · 
The term "institutional 
racism" has been used by blacks 
· to describe some of the problems 
black.s have had to face on 
predominantly whlte colleges and 
-universities. Some of the factors 
that reportedly make· black s feel 
out of place on white campuses 
are: the insensitivity of white 
students and their ignorance of 
black culture; a white perspective 
to courses; and a lack of black 
· faculty and administration role 
.models. · 
The need for more minority-
g,rou p professors and ad-
ministrators has been indicated 
nationwide as the most important 
·problem facing most 
predominantly white campuses. 
Many institutions still concen-
trate the minority-group 
members of their faculty and · 
staffs in black studies and 
student-support· programs. 
On some-pnmarily white cam-
puses violence has resulted 
because of problems. At Cornell, 
a brick was thrown through the 
window of a predomina~tly .black. 
dormitory, and the following 
· month a black student was jostl-
ed and verbally harassed on cam-
pus by a group_ of 10 whites. Ac- , 
cording to students and ad-
ministrators at other campuses: 
many such incidents touched off a 
number of anti-racism rallies and 
teach-ins that actually .improved 
race relations .. 
FEELING A LITTLE 
PRESSURE ·ro 
CHOOSE A CAREE·R?--
-HOW ABOUT COUNSELING??? 
HOW ABOUT TESTING??? 
.UN·IVERSITY 
COUNSELING & TE·STING 
CENTER 
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
ROOM 145 PHONE 275-2811 
aae6 
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HERE:NOW 
Start the year.right. 'rake Command of your future, your life, 
. and your money. The first two are up to you~ but ComBanks 
· ·can help with the third ... yqur money. 
. Combanks' Command 24 card puts you in command of your 
money 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You can make a 
deposit or withdrawal at any convenient ComBank location. 
You can even verify your checking account balance. 
Com_EJ;!J.nks is a full service bank that can: help you with your 
·.: .fj~ncial needs. Checking and Savings accounts. Loans. 
,, ~!~- Deposit boxes. AncJ,more. Visit your nearby ComBank 
· . ':: · .. _ ,. ~· 1ocation today. Isn't it time for you to take command? 
,... .;_ .. · ""\ •• ~ :s ,. • •.• 
West of 
dmini~tration Building, 
~----- --- -· - -
adjacent to the 
parking lot. 
Com 
Bank 
0 
Member FDIC 
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by Mark Jeffries 
. Future S10ff 
Senate votes 
to fund lights 
at Lake Claire 
UCF's student senate has voted 
to fund a lighting system at 
Lake Claire. 
In its second meeting Tuesday, 
the 14th Student Senate allc>cated 
$4,794 from its Working Fund 
and $3,206 from its unallocated 
~eserve to purchase and install 
high pressure sodium lights. 
The UCF Administration will 
supply $1,600 to cover labor costs 
THE HAIR SHOP 
Precision Style Cut $7.00 
Full Service Salon 
Walk-Ins Welconie 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK 
FOXX Marketing 
Crime Prevention systems 
P.O. Box 14125 B 
Orlando, Florida 32857 
· Please rush prepaid. the number of Sound Alarms indicated 
below. My check or money order is e11closed . (Pleas~ add 
.50c per alarm to cover shipping and handling .) Sorry, 
no C.0 .0 .s. 
O 1 tor $3.49 O l: for $6.50 0 3 for $9.50 
Address----------
, CitY-----------
State------- ZiP---
282-1700 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8. 
Scares 
attac.kers .•• . 
summons help! · 
Sl/Ulll/ 
AUi/Ji 
... a pier:cing 
shriek at 
the touch of 
your finger 
ORDER TODAY 
BY MAIL 
(TAKEN FREE) 
OCTOBER 19-21 
SOUTH LOBBY - ENGINEERING BLDG. 
9:00 AM - 6:30 PM 
PROVIDED-BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
and to handle maintenance on the 
system after it is constructed. 
have also been two cases of auto 
theft and vandalism, and one case 
of robbery .and.assault in the Lake 
Claire area this year, Morlock 
said. 
Student senator David Kiser, 
who introduced the bill, said that 
if all contributing parties 
cooperated, the lighting project 
could be finished by Nov. 1, in 
time for Homecoming. 
Eight perimeter lights will be 
installed to illuminate the lake 
recreation area and its adjoining 
parking lot. The key-activated 
lights will be available for use by 
any campus organization or UCF 
student. Keys will be disbursed 
by_ the Student Or~anizationa 
Office and the Campus Police. . 
Student Government Attorney 
General Pete Morlock noted the 
lights should make the area safer 
during campus activities. He ad-
ded that there have been 11 rapes 
in the local area this ye~. There 
,.. 
co UNTRY FLO RIST_ ~-' . - .~~1_' N .'',, .. ~.·· .' 
and ANTIQUE-SHOP . '?l:_~ 
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS / ' 
10% DISCOUNT / 
TO UCF STUDENTS University Square 
ROSE SPECIAL-ONE DOZEN $12.95 74_s·o University Blvd. 
· , Orlando, Florida 
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS (305) 677-1579 
.... 
. 
CfVUIJ. 
ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS 
r--eANANA--1 r~-DESSffiT:--1 · 
I SPLIT I ·1 . SUNDAES I 
I I I (4PERBOX} . I 
I $1.2._5 I I BUY l BOX I 
I . Regular $1.80 f I GET 1 FREE I 
11 · I 11 · Regular $2.95/Box 11 (EXPIRES: OCT. 23. 1981) J · 23 1981) L L (EXPIRES: OCT. . J 
------------ ------------
OPEN 7438 University Blvd: 
lOA.M.-to,10 P.M. 678-8637 UnlversltySquare 
YORKTOWN 1781-1981 
The Army at Yorktown,l 781 
"Spirit of Victory" 
. If you're looking for a challenge, 
look to Army ROTC and find out what 
excitement is all about. Y o~'ll get the 
mental and·physical challenges provided 
by Army ROTC adventure training pro-
grams ... orienteering, survival training, 
white water raft trips, and a lot of other 
seorts you've probably never tried before. 
Army ROTC. . .live with a challenge. 
Army R.OT.C. Fri. 16 Oc~., 1981 
Formal retreat, in front of the Admin. Bldg. 
4:30P.M. ARMY ROTC 
LEARN WHAT . 
Join "U.S." for Army Day. 
12 & 13 NOVEMBER 1981 
Just look around the lawn of the 
Engineering Bldg. for lots of 
"green" people with all types of 
green vehicles and equipment! 
JT TAKES TO LEAD 
For More Information Contact: 
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY 
University of Central Florida 
Orlando, Florida 3 2816 
(305)275-2430 
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Talkies 
Brifish and Americans battle in campus debate 
by Mary Wilson 
Edltor:ln-chlef 
The Empire struck back Wednes-
day, giving UCF f)ltudents second 
thoughts about the outcome of the 
Revolutionary War. . 
"You're all deeply wanting to ~ 
British inside," asserted Scottish 
debater Clark McGinn. McGinn and 
liis partner, Mark Bishop of Cam~ 
bridge, defended the British Empire 
against the charge that· it had lost 
its grandeur and dominion. 
Tlie charge was leveled by UCF 
· ~ebaters Al · Ferguson and Paul 
Mackaskill in the first :international 
debate hosted by the university. 
Ferguson asked the UCF audienc~ · 
to affirm the resolution 
('England is ·truly dead." But 
Bishop and McGinn were· alive and· 
kicking as they defended the Queen ., 
the commonwealth, and the 
"queers." 
Bishop asked the audience to re-
main unbiased, to ignore what hap-
pened at Yorktown: "It was a tac-
tical call to regroup.'' 
The UCF debate~s ridiculed the 
language and manhood of a nation 
which lost its colonial empire. 
Ferguson attacked Bri~ish idiom 
and its use of the word ''queer .a lot.'' 
He asked if they knew what it meant 
in America. A pause and a disdain-
ful look at his opponents. "Probably · 
they do," he concluded. 
McGinn was not to be bested as he 
took the podium to defend British 
pride. "Mr. Ferguson has proved 
you can be flabby intellectually, as 
well as physically.'' 
The British were chided for not be-
ing able to "think BIG," by UCF's 
McGaskill, and"told them to look to 
American examples such as Three 
·Mile Island. 
He suggested they redress their 
problems by emulating American 
. political practices. "Have th~m 
(British leaders) counsel their chil-
dren on pressing affairs.'' 
As they argued the Empire's 
manhood, they argued its 
"woman-head." Ferguson was 
careful to . explain he had nothing 
against women (''I think every man 
should have several"), but he .ques-
artan LaPeter/Future . tioned the machismo of a country 
UCF debater Paul Mackaskill uses a visual device .to illustrate the size of which would elect on~ as a leader. 
the British Empire- a postage stamp. · Debate, page 9 
*SUNROOFS & JNSTAUATION 
TRUCKS - .VANS & AUTOS 
* WINDOW TINTING 
* VAN ACCESSORIES 
. * AUTO ,A~CE_SS9RIES , . 
* Al)TO PO~IS.HJNG 
* AUTO LOUVERS 
REGISTER FOR FREE SUNROOF 
4945 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32809 
Get It Off Your Chest! 
..... ~~-\S . 4'to,vc win<~ THE 
[NVIRONME~l 
NAVY ON LIGHT BLUE 
50/50 COITONN & POLYESTER 
· SPECIFY S-M-L-XL 
Send $6,98 (Postage Paid) To: 
ECCO 
Post Offic~ Box 6933 
Orlando, FL 32853-6933 
LOOK 
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Debate-----------frompage.s Reconditioned R-diators· in Stoek For Most, ...... ,, Can 
McGinn was prepared to parry, 
saying he was accustomed to 
Americans questioning the Royal 
wedding, politics and "what it's like 
to be under a woman." Bishop re-
joined with attacks on American 
leaders·. 
He asked how anyone could~ take a 
nation seriously that would elect 
Jimmy Carter, "a man who had 
greatness thrust upon him-and 
duck~.'' 
He eased up a little on Richard 
Nixon, however. "There were two 
things I like about Richard Nix-
on-his face." 
The debate was fast-paced and im-
pressive as contenders deftly refer-
red to historical data and noted ex· 
perts. Ferguson said to look to 16th 
Century history for a glimpse of 
British grandeur and a king who 
died of constipation. . 
.. "If Francis Drake were here to· 
day, Mr. Speaker," McGinn intoned 
resonantly, "He'd be down there, 
because · he's been dead for 200 
years." 
The audience was spellbound. It 
laughed, and it groaned. It did 
everything but sprout wings and fly 
away. The whole ''debate" was too 
entertaining. 
The . arguments were frivolous, 
despite the "deep philosophical 
questions" McGinn said were ad-
. dressed, such as: Has- the Empire 
lost all its world influence? and, 
''Why do Mr. Bishop and I have 
such funny voices?" 
Even the setting of the debate was 
· not ~s Jormal as one would expect. 
Someone hung the British flag 
upside-down. 
It was alSo unconventional 
: because it was not "boring" like 
mo~t American debates, accordirrg 
.to UCF coach Jeff Butler. British 
competition allows both objective 
and personal attacks. 
"LOW PRICES" 
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION 
. IN UOF .AREA 
111111111 
Few would have been bold enough 
to take on the British duo. Bishop 
has completed law studies at Down-
ing College, Cambridge University. 
Las~ year he wan the Scrope Cup for 
Public speaking. RADIATOR ·SPECIALISTS . 
I 
i 
i. 
McGinn is a third year student of MASTER CHAROE • VISA• AMERIGM EXPRESS 
~~;;~!~y H:t h;~e w~:v::i~~~! 275-9327 10662 E. Colelaial Dr. . Urion Park . . i 
awards, including the Thomas Davis·'----~~~~~~~~~~~~1!1!!!!~~!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!~~ 
Memorial Debating .Competition in 
1981. 
The UCF debate team is a for-
midable foe. Sta~e champion for 
fotir years; last year it. won the 
South East Conference. Last 
weekend it defeated .universities in-
cluding Dartmouth, Harvard, Cor· 
nell and North Carolina. 
As .one student . ~aid, "It was a 
shocking display. I can't wait for the 
next one.'' 
The next one is planned for .April 
23, when UCF. challenges a team 
from the Soviet Union. 
The debate was sponsored by the 
Student Center,' College of Arts and 
Sciences, Department of Com-
mu~cations and Student Govern-
ment. 
No· officials were present to judge 
its outcome, but most members 
would have agreed with .Bishop's 
assertion that . Britain still has 
''cultural hegemony'' in a WQrld 
which emUlates its principles of 
deJll,ocracy. McGinn' s claim that . 
Americans "all want to be British 
inside" might be extreme. A jolly-
goed show, but a queer assumption~ 
. One Two Fingers® Dorm S~rt 
Yours for s595 -
It'll cover you up. 1t·11 keep you warm. Besides, It 
says you have good taste when it comes to Tequila. 
Two Fingers. Order one up ... the Tequila and the 
Dorm Shirt. Just fill out the coupo~ below and send 
along $6.95 for eac~ shirt. The rest is up to you. 
Send check or money order to: 
Two Fingers Tequila Merc.handise Offer 
P.O. Box 02609, Detroit, MI 48202 . 
Please .send me __ Dorm Shirt(s). I have enclosed 
$6.95 for each Dorm Shirt ordered. . 
Specify women's size(s): 0 Small 
D Large 
Name 
Address 
City 
State Zip 
No purchase required. Allow 4·6 weeks 
for delivery . Offer good in Continental 
U.S. only, Void where prohibited by law. 
Michigan residents add sales tax. Offer 
expires August 31, 1982 . 
© 1981 . ·Imported and bottled 
by Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc., 
Burlingame, CA. Tequila, 80 Proof. 
Product of Mexico . 
Two Fingers is all it takes. 
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Hotel New Hampshire easier to be a bear than a rape vie- which we impose it on others should 
tim), and a devoted American family be discreet.'' 
"I wished that something power- (the Berrys} foil a gang of terrorists The dog, Sorrow, is tos.sed out 
fully distracting would· happen in bent on bombing the Vienna opera with the garbage but is ref)cued by 
the . Hotel New Hampshire: .. to house. Egg Berry. When it turns up 
. distract me from the embarrassment It's a world where white knights · floating in a guest's bathtub, it 
at how (it alwavs struck me) our are black athletes, and where spoils John Berry's planned seduc-
: f~y must appear to outsiders," flatulent house dogs never die--they . tiop. 
said John Berry. get. stuffed and appear in inoppor- A theme is born. 'l'hroughout the 
It should come as no surprise to tune moments. book, the children tell one another to 
John Irving fans that his latest The Berry family pet provides a . be on the loo~out for Sorrow, w~o 
novel, "The Hotel New Hampshire," ·posthumous theme ~or the novel. takes ~any differe~t sh~pes and .m-
deals with rape, wrestling, private When the Labrador .1s put to sleep, carnati~ns. ~<Jmetimes it. l°?ks like 
schools, bears, single-parent young Frank Berry stuffs and State o Mame, the family s long-
families eccentric children and mounts him to cheer sister Franny. . deceased pet bear, sometimes it 
homicid;u maniacs. Unfortunately, the surprise reap- looks like the dressmaker's dummy 
· Irving is more than welcome to pearance of the pooch in attack that gay Frank sleeps with. 
keep , writing about any subject, posture gives Iowa Bob (the Berry Unfortunately, the theme doesn't 
even tapioca, as long as he continues children's grandfather) a fatal heart hold the second .half of the boo~ 
to do it with the same skill evidenc- attack. together. Once the Berrys lose therr 
ed in his previous novels. He can " . . . · motocycle-ri~ng b.ea~, .~d Sorrow, 
draw the reader in so cleverly create Taxidermy, like sex, is a very and Franny s virgm1ty to the 
such a wonderful world of f~tasy, P~~sonal .s~~~~ct; the manne]." in backfield of the school footbal). 
that the ''willing · suspension of 
disbelief'' is no chore, but a pleasure. 
And Irving accomplishes quite a 
feat in "Hotel," where a woman 
masquerades as a bear· (because it's 
.· 
on---traces the develonment of the 
Mornings on Horseback Populist President whose 
background made him elite. -
The boy was different in his 
"Mornings ·on Horseback" is wealth. He was different in his 
another in a long line of sagas about asthsmatic condition. He was a 
the American wealthy and powerful. strange combination of wealthy in-
Only this tale is a true one. sensitivity (when he delights in 
I ts setting is the time of Tam- throwing bread to half-starved 
many Hall, machine politics and the Italians "like chickens" on a Euro-
jockeying for power among Party pean tour) and Populist sympathies 
leaders in New York. · (he fights the exploitation of the 
who-begat-whom syndrome . like 
some historians. We are given a 
glimpse of an unusual family in a 
changing time through excerpts 
from correspondence, interviews 
with friends and scholarly specula-
tion. 
McCullough is more. than a 
historian, he is a storyteller. This 
account of Roosevelt's boyhood and 
entry into politics is a fascinating 
one. 
team, and then 
move to Vienna, 
the book loses a 
certain warmth and in-
volvement. The narrative 
takes great. leaps in time 
and logic,· creating a distanc~ 
between the reader and the Berrys. 
Whatever else John Irving may 
have been trying to accomplish in 
the book, he has created a paiette of 
unforgettable characters with which · 
to do it. His women are an victimiz-
ed by m~n in one way or ·another, 
and his men are all obsessed ("Get 
obsessed and stay obsessed,'' says 
Iowa Bob.) by looking after their 
women, .looking aft~r their bodies, 
creating the perfect hotel, or finding 
a smart .bear. 
Perhaps that's Irvingmtention, to 
tell us we can't survive alone. We 
need some caring person, whether 
it's one's own sister, a dressmaker's 
dummy, or a smart bear. 
by Lee Elliott 
Entertainment editor 
the picture of his dear Red wife (a 
wife who will leave him because she 
can't take it anymore). . 
Sound. familiar? Imagine Gorky 
Park is M&dison S_qu~e Garden. 
Arkady is Sam Spade and the cor-
rupt superintendent of the People's 
Militia is a New York City cop. 
Arkady and Sam share the san)e 
basic incorruptibility, the same 
dedication ·to justice with just 
enough cynicism and compromise to 
I ts characters include the poor by tobacco interests as a young 
beautiful Marge Bulloch, a Southern New York assemblyman.) 
woman whose background is exotic The details of his early youth. are 
compared to that of her staunch hus- no less rich and seemingly fanciful 
band Theodore. She is seperated · than the sagas .of Irwin Shaw (with 
from her family during the Civil appreciably less promiscuity). The 
Wfµ'-her brother a soldier, her un- narrative is as engrossing .as fiction, 
cle a notorious gun-runner. but includes McCullough's scholarly 
by Mary Wilson 
Editor-In-chief 
get along. But finally the case ar-
. 
1 rives which forces them to make a 
strong stand. When it come·s down · 
to it, they'll slap the broad or wring 
a confession from her. 
She raises her children in the East, specualtions upon how Roosevelt's 
a rarified society whose values are i.D boyhood shaped the man. 
transition from the bogus stuffiness · Character~ in. the boy's youth are 
of the Victorians to the outspoken drawn in great detail: his strikip.gly 
era of the Populist movements and beautiful mother; his moral, philan-
labor strife. Her family is not pulled thropic father; his ctjppled sister 
into the tumult of the times until "Barnie"; his timid sister Corrine 
one son, Theodore, steps from the and younger brc;>ther Elliott, an 
ivory tower to become one of the enigma among the over-achieving 
most powerful and influential men Roosevelts. Elliott was an alcoholic. 
in America. who died. alone, .tended only by his 
. Theodore Roose-_relt refused to mistress. 
describe himself as a politician, McCullough is a historian who . 
though he never · followed any oc- also lqiows how to · tell a story. He 
cupation other than state or na- doesn't merely pull a. daily account 
tional politics. He preferred to be from ''Teddie's'' diaries, but depicts 
seen as a more "aggressive" philan- the times for us as well. 
thropist than his father, fulfilling He explains the rivalry between 
· the dictates of the noblesse oblige. the Victorian wealthy (such as the 
He did not want to soil himself with Roosevelts) and the burgeoning crop 
the label of professional politician. of nouveau riche industrialists (such 
David McCullough's biography of as Jay Gould). 
Th.eodore' s life-from 1896 He doesn't bury us in the ~edious 
Gorky Park 
Three people shot, their bodies 
found frozen in .the snow of Gorky 
Park. Their faces are flayed. Their 
fingertips severed. 
Who are they? Why wer~ they 
murdered? . Who could execute so 
dispassionate and grotesquely 
car~ful a crime in the city of 
Moscow, where murderers are slop-
py, drwlken and passionate-and 
easily apprehended by the state 
police? 
This .is the opening scene, the in-
vestigator's qu~s.tions in Martin 
Cruz Smith's "Gorky Park.1' The 
reader snaps to at the horror of it. 
Enter Investigator Arkady of the 
People's Militia . . A · veteran in-
vestigator, he , is known for his 
results. He's the best, but he's a 
maverick. He won't toe the Party 
line. He won't. carry his card next to 
The plot, which immediately 
grabs the reader's attention, finally 
disappoints · him. It begins with 
suspense and many unanswered 
questions, but unfolds with unlikely 
coincidences and conventional lead 
characters. Their only unique traits: 
the good guy is a Russian, the bad 
guy is an American. 
· Its skeleton plot of international 
intrigue and murder· has danced out 
of the closet in numer_ous whodunits. 
For fans of the convention this book . 
is average fare. It lacks the subtlety 
and mind games the masters of 
murder mystery Will play. You can't 
speculate with the investigator, the 
pieces of the puzzle fall together out 
of nowhere. (Wasn't it lucky that the 
New York cop happened to run into 
Rats who happened to poa~h a pelt 
which wasn't a muskrat but a 
strange animal, a Russian sable 
smuggled out of the· USSR, and hap-
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DeNiro, Duvall can't save 'True Confessions' 
by Mark Schledom 
Futu~· lfQtt 
Cast an Academy Award winner with another act-or who has a list of 
Oscar nominations under his belt, and : you're bound to come up with a win-
ner, right 0 
"True Confessions" bounces that theory out the door. 
Robert Duvall must be given credit, however, for taking a poorly written 
screenplay and a listless performance by Robert DeNiro and turning it into 
two hours of tolerable entertainment. 
"True Confessions" is Hollywood's first blatant assault on the Catholic 
church. Movies of this nature have been taboo since the conception of the in-
dustry. 
DeNiro plays a power-hungry MQnsignor in lineforthejob of Cardinal. He 
accepts, even arranges favors from leaders of the underworld and justifies 
the dirty money by saying that it's for the betterment of the Church. 
The role of an Irish priest is simply a walk-through for a very Italian· 
looking DeNiro. 
'ThroughC?ut; the film he mumbles absolution, without a trace of energy or 
Amendnlent . 
frompage3 
for future legislation. 
Most student leaders throughout 
the state have express~ confidence 
that the Trask/Bush Amendment 
will eventually be struck down. Jeff 
Smith who is in charge of FSU's 
Center for Participant Education, 
said "even backward states like 
Florida are part of the United 
States'' and are consequently bound 
bv the U.S. Constitution. 
Profess·or 
.frompage3 
discussing straight and homosexual 
lifestyles. 
Last spring members of the com· 
munity complained that Fisher em-
phasized abnormal and immoral sex-
ual practices through his cur-
riculum. The university supported 
the professor, after a committee in· 
vestigation. 
The Trask-Bush amendment could 
restrict Fisher's instruction. where 
certain members of tlie community 
could not, Sl&ughter said. 
Judge John Rudd of the Leon , 
County Circuit Court held that the . , . · ·.-. .· : : · 
amendment is constitutional. That · ~. ·· ,. ·:: : 
ruling is under appeal. Slaughter 
said there "is no way" Judd's deci-
sion. can be upheld, particularly 
since Polk Community College has 
been restrained from refusing a gay 
organization on it campus. 
Though the amendment is under 
appeal, Slaughter says educators 
feel pressure because of it. 
· "Professors are wondering if they 
should go ahead and schedule a cer· 
tain speaker," he said. 
"It was laughable when the thing 
passed, a little less funny later," he 
said. "Since a judge ruled in its 
.favor, the damn thing has gotten 
scary." 
If the legislation is clearly un-
constitutional, why did legislators 
pass it? SlaugJiter speculates many 
assumed the courts would st·rike it 
down, saving them the "political 
liability" of rejecting it and anger· 
ing some taxpayers. 
Correction 
conviction, to every thug and pimp in the city as he plot-a his rise to the top. 
Ironically, his police sergeant brother (Duvall) is the only guy in the film 
who isn't on the take. He is never impressed by anyone and is rude to 
everyone with the same kind of wit he used in "The Great.Santini." While 
he and DeNiro are lunching in a posh restaurant, they are joined by a big-
time hood played by Charles Durning. Durning and DeNiro are discussing 
the hood's contribution to the Church for the benefit of its public image. 
Duvall is introduced and says he used to work for Durning. ''Yeah, I used 
to work vice," he says matter-of-factly. "I was on the take when you were 
running whores downtown.'' 
DuvaU continually provides this humorous relief from the slow-moving 
. dialogue. . 
"True Confessions" is actually a character study, an "Ordinary People" 
of the Catholic church. The plot, involving a hooker who is cut in half at the 
waist and left on a roadside is secondary. 
In the end, each brother thinks perhaps the other had the more mean-
ingful lefestyle. Any moral the story might have had is cancelled out. 
.Mediocre· as it is, "True Confessions" is a movie worth seeing for it uni-
que subject matter and for another wonderful characterization from Duvall. 
Stll9rttttts 
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In the Oct. 9 issue of theFuture, 
it was reported that the attrition 
·rate of minority freshmen at UCF 
, is twice as high as the attrition 
percentage of white freshmen. 
According to Dan Coleman, In-
~titutional Research, the dropout 
ra~s are .both around 40 percent. 
The Future regrets the error. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CD .. N.Y.C. AMERICAN WHISKEY- A BLEND. 80 PROOF SEVE\ UP ~ ·1c " P ,qE •q,.!JEw.~•s O•'"'lE ~f .£-. '':cw•·''-· t>'iIB' 
.. 
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WUCFtoair 
'Odyssey' 
by Mark Schledom 
Future staff 
Monday night at ·s p.m., WUCF-FM will broadcast 
the ini~ial. epi.spde of "The Odyssey of Homer," 
dramatization of the novel in verse that dates back 
3,000 years. 
The National Radio ·Theater of Chicago has 
transformed the epic into one-hour programs to be 
aired during the sam~ time period throughout the next 
eight weeks. 
It stars stage actress Irene Worth and Sheppard 
Strudwick and is the product of three-and-a-half years 
of research involving a ·panel of six reknowned 
humanists from universities including ·Harvard and 
the University of Chicago. 
''The Odyssey of Homer'' serial was written, produc-
ed and directed by Yuri Rasovsky, founder and ex-
ecutive producer of NRT. 
Books, from p. 11 
pened to tell Arkady about it? 
Sables equals money equals greed 
equals murder.) 
So why should you read the book 
anyway? The skeleton· is fleshed out 
with excellent writing .and thinly 
disguised political commentary. 
Comparisons between the US and 
. the USSR are· frequently drawn. 
From American detective Kirwill: 
"We love it. The number one cause 
of death for young men in America 
is murder ... We've got wars and bet-
ter than wars--psychos, rapist 
queers, cops, chainsaw massacres. 
Step outside and get shot, stay in-
side and watch television. We're 
talking art form." · 
From Soviet investigator Arkady: 
"Our Soviet murders are secret. 
We're backward in terms of publici-
ty ... Our killers generally only boast 
when they're caught. Our witnesses 
·ue. Sometimes I think our witnesses 
Each. broadcast will be followed with a short 
documentary di_scussing th~ segment. Ed Asner of 
television's "Lou Grant" will interview scholars 
specializing in Greek literature. The documentary 
series was created by award-winning documentary pro-
ducer .Kerry Franklin and was actually taped in 
Greece. 
Jp~n glover plays Telemachus in the produc-
tton, The Odyssey of Homer." · 
are more afraid of the investigator 
than the killers are." 
Cruz seems to imply that since the 
two are so frequently confused, the 
things the two nations have in com-
mon are the KGB and the Bureau. 
As an extra feature to enhance enjoyment of the 
series, NRT _has published an illustrated listening 
guide containing articles on the Trojan War, Homer, 
the production and cast. The 16-page magazine is free. 
Interested persons can send their names and addresses 
to National Radio Theater, Dept. NR, 612 North 
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611. 
The book makes you stop and con-
sider. 
by Mary Wilson 
t!Af/tJH IN 
I WAGON TRAIN 
I TW/l ltJHT ?ONE 
I PON R/tKIB' 
1N/XfJN 1tJET~NART 
1dtJIPIEHAWN 1BEAT!Et 
I wt fl El [)f I .fANNY PAVl.f 
, .!MK BENNY 1 REP ~KE/ TON 
,ry NEWf I()/[) NOY/Et 
c~s~ M1~ • . 
.!.'1~rl1 .._ fltltoral!.P 
LARGE PIZ~A 
FOR 
PRICE OF 
MEDIUM 
11 a.m. • 3 p.m. 
EXPIRES: OCT. 22,-1981 
I ABBOTT I). tfJ.f!Ell() 
I .JANES' CARNER 
I R/tHARP BfJfJNE 
I .JOHNNY tAl!.f()N 
1 llOtJAN f llEl!(}Ef 
I lJ!tK VAN PYKE 
I l!tJNAIP !!EAGAN 
I 8()Rf~ KAl!/(}H 
I tRA?Y tONNEl!t/Al.f 
l:l••j.l:l•l:!fW~lbi~l;l#•lil;l•lifW l:ll.'.t lli;l1lll:l!D 
THE SCENES THEY WOULDN'T 
DARE SHOW ON TELEVISION! 
Editor-In-chief 
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SKI COLORADO SUMMITT 
Breckenridge - Copper M tn. - Keystone 
MARCH 3-11, '82 
$475.0.0 per person 
INCLUDES: ROUND TRIP AIR -ORLANDO-DENVER 
RT BUS DENVER TO 
BRECKENRIDGE 
7 - NIGHT LODGING - 4 TO A ROOM 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST DAILY 
FREE BEER & WINE - A PRE SKI 
GROUP FORMING - SIGN UP NOWI 
DETAILS: CALL SKI DEPT. 678-2478 
CARIBBEAN C~UISES OF ORLANDO 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::~:~:~:::::::~:;:;: 
Orlando Fashion Square 
Altamonte Mall 
Volusia Mall 
~:r;~ 
/. '"' ~ ~' ~ 
JORDACHE" 
JORDACHE 
SWEATERS 
100% acrylic knit 
in crew, v-neck or 
snap plackets with 
chest stripes. Navy, 
brandy, cherry, 
black, ecru, rust, 
red. S-M-L. 
23.00 & 25.00 -- - - ~ FOR GUYS AND GALS ~---
Visa • Diners Club • MasterCard • American Express 
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Drop you~ guard for a 
minute. Even though you're 
i"n college right riow, there 
are many aspects of the Army 
that you might find very 
attractive. 
Maybe even irresistible. 
See for yourself. 
MED SCHOOL.ON US 
You.read it right. 
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship 
Program provides necessary tuition,· books, lab 
fees, even microscope rental during_ medical 
school. _ 
Plus a monthly stipend that works out to 
about $6,000 a year. 
After you're accepted into medical 
school, you can be accepted into our program .-
Then you're commissioned and you go 
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the 
Army Reserve. 
·The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate , 
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every 
year the Army gave you as a med student, with 
a minimum obhgation of three years' service. · 
IMTIRMSHIP. RESIDENCY 
a CASH BONUSES 
Besides scholarships to medical school. the 
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year 
post-graduate and residency training programs. 
Such training adds no further obligation to 
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian 
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the 
Army gives_ you a one-year obligation for · 
every year of sponsorship, with a minimum 
obligation of two years' service. 
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every 
year you're paying back medical school or post-
graduate training. . 
So you not only get your medical education 
paid for, you get extra pay while you 're paying 
it back. Nor a bad deal. 
A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE 
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one 
of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And 
it's a challenge to live µp to . . 
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of 
professionalism, regarded as a critical member 
of the Army Medical Team. 
A BSN degree.is required . And the clinical 
spectrum is almost impossible to match in 
civilian practice. 
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll 
enjoy more respect and authority than most of 
your civ~lian counterparts. You'll also enjoy 
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's · 
privileges. 
Army Nursing offers educational oppor-
tunities that are second to none . As an Army 
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree 
programs at civilian universities. 
Future-October 16, 1981 
ADVANCED-NURSING COURSE, 
TUITION-FREE 
You get tuition, pay and living allowances. 
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses 
and courses in many clinical specialities. All on 
the Army. 
While these programs do not cost you ahy 
money, most of them do incur an additional 
service obligation. 
ACHANCETOPRACTICELAW 
If you 're about to get your law degree and 
be admitted to the bar, you should consider a 
commission in the Judge Advocate General 
Corps. Because in the Ar!'.ly you get to practice 
law right from _the start. 
While your classmates are still doing other 
lawyers' research and other law)'ers' briefs. you 
could have your own cases, your own clients , 
in effect, your mvn practice. 
Plus you 'II have the pay, prestige and privi-
lege of being an ·Officer in the United States 
Army. With a chance to travel and make the 
most of what you've worked so hard to 
become. A real. practicing lawyer. Be an Army 
· Lawyer. 
ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Though you're too' late for a 4-year 
scholar hip,· there are 3-: 2-, and even l~year 
scholarships a\·ailable . 
They include tuition, books. and lab fees . 
Plus S 100 a month li\'ing allowance. Na tu.rally 
but not necessarily 
assigned to active duty. Find 
out about it. 
A BONUS FOR 
PART-TIME WORK 
. You can get a $1.500 
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve 
units. Or up to $4,000 in.educational benefits. 
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It 
comes out to about $1;100 a year for one weekend 
a month and rwo weeks annual training. 
. And now we have a special program to help 
you fit the Army Reserve.around your school 
schedule. 
lt 's worth a look. 
A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE 
Some may find college to be the right place 
at the wrong time-for a variety of reasons The 
Army can help them, too. 
A few years in the Army can help them get 
money for tuition and the maturity to use it 
. wisely. 
The Army has a program in which money 
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the 
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous 
bonus is added to that. 
So 2 years of service can get you up to 
$15 ,200 for college, 3 and-4 years up to $20.100. 
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available 
for 4-year enlistmems-in selected skills. 
Add in the experience and maturity gained, 
and the Army can send an individual back to 
college a richer .person in more ways than one. 
We hope· these Army opportunities have 
intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because 
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright 
person like you. 
For more information , send ·the coupon . 
they're \'ery competitive. B~cau e , 
besides helping you towards your 
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps 
· you towards the gold bars of an 
Army Officer. 
..--.--------, I .!:!e<ise tell me more about: D !AM) Medical School and Army Medicine. I 
·1 DIAN I the Armr: urse Corps. D (AL) Army Law, 
· D !FRI ROTC Scholar hips, Q !SSl Army Re er\'e Bonuses, 
I 
D IPCI Army Educ;:ition Benefits. · . ·I 
Stop by the ROTC office on 
campus and ask .about details. 
UP TO $170 A MONTH 
You can combine service in the 
Army Reserve or Narional Guard 
with Army ROTC and get between 
$7.000 and $14.000 while you 're 
still in school. 
Ir's called the Simultaneou 
Membership Program. You get $100 
a month a an Advanced Army ROTC 
Cadet and an additional $70 a month 
(sergeant's pay) as _an Army Reservist. 
When you graduate, you'll be 
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant, 
,,-\~ ! ~ I ",,,,.,, I I un <rm !Ir I 
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Send to: ARMY OPPORTUNITIES. P.O. BOX '300 
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The debut of the new UCF Str-
ing Quartet will be Sunday, Oct. 
18 in the rehearsal hall. The 3:30 
p.m. recital is of the works of 
Brahms and Ravel. Sabina 
Micarelli (violin) and James Hig-
gins (cello) from UCF's music 
department and Lillian Teplitsky 
(violin) and Barbara · Morrell 
(viola) of the Florida Symphony 
·Orchestra comprise the quartet. 
The $2 admission goes to the 
university's music scholarship 
fund. 
Pine Castle Center for the Arts 
celebrates our rich cultural 
heritage with . its Pioneer Days · 
Folk · Festival, a two-day jam-
boree with plenty of barbecue, art 
and craft exhibits, demonstra-
tions of folk arts, parades, music 
and dancing. That's Saturday, 
Oct. 24 and Sunday the 25th at 
the Pine Castle Center for the 
Arts. Admission is a $1 donatio:p 
for adults (good for both days) 
a.nd free for children. Call 
855-7461. 
Tickets are still available for 
the Pablo Cruise/Gary U.S. Bonds 
concerts November l, but the 
sho~s are expected to sell out. 
Get yours now at the Kiosk or the 
Student Center front desk, and 
circle the date for the concert that 
kicks qff Homecoming Week in 
style. · 
· Muffy, darling everyone will be 
there ... we mean the 2nd Annual 
Costume Ball at the Dubsdread 
Restaurant & Lounge. Tell Mum~ 
DAILY HAPPY HOUR 
11 .AM t<> 7 PM 
2-FOR-1 DRINKS 
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS 
MONDAY •••••••••• 
•Big Screen ·Football 
•Quart Night $1. 75 
TUESD~Y •••••••••• 
•Drink or Drown 
8PMto12PM 
Girls $3/Guys $5 
All You Can Drink! 
WEDNESDAY•••••.••• 
•25¢ Bar D;inks & 
25¢ Drafts 
7PMtolOPM 
THURSDAY••••••••• . 
•Ladies Night 
3 Free Drinks for Ladies 
SUNDAY•••••••••••• 
'Drink or Drown· 
8PMtol2PM . 
Girl's $3/Guys $5 
AU You Can Drink! 
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my it's sponsored by th~ 
Southern Ballet Theatre, and 
tickets are a mere $6.50, so if you 
could just get a teeny little ad· 
vance on this week's 
allowance ... The Ball is Halloween 
night, the 31st, from 9 p.m. to 2 
a.m. And Muffy, wouldn't it just 
be to die if we went as a big 
alligator with a little human on 
our shirt.? For more info: 
843-2424 or 894-0133. 
Ye Olde Book Sale, ·sponsored 
by the Friends of the Librari, will 
be at the Winter Park Mall Nov. 
5, 6, and 7. Almost 25,000 
volumes will be sold at bargain 
prices. Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Thrusday and Friday, and 9 a.m. 
to noon Saturday. · 
One of the most fascinating and 
enduring legends of all time is the 
basis of Faust. Just in time for 
Halloween, the Orlando Opera . 
Company is. presenting the 
Gounod opera starring singers 
from the M~tropolitan Opera and 
New York City Opera··at the Bob 
Carr Centre. Performances are on 
Friday, Oct. 30th and Sunday, 
Nov. 1. Call 423-9527. 
"Southern Exposures," an ex-
hibit of the work of emerging 
~out~ern photographers, opens at 
the Fine Arts Gallery (FA 305) 
Oct. 19th. The gallery is open· 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday, except for 
holidays. 
The big event on campus Uris. 
week is the kick-off party for 
ticket sales for UCF Marketing 
Association's Monster Mash. 
From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Oct. 
23rd, the area near the Kiosk will 
resound to the music of folksinger 
Tim Coons. Two Rolling Stones 
tickets will be given away in a 1 
p.m. drawing. Refreshments will 
be served in this party-before-the-
party hosted by WDIZ's Rude. 
Awakening rude people Carren 
Sheldon and Mike Lyons. In ad· 
dition, door prizes totalling 
$3,500 will be given away .at the 
kick-off. 
Advance tickets are $5, . door 
tickets $5.50. Remember that 
your ticket stubs are good for one 
free admission to the Cinema Pub 
on the Trail. (Consider this a 
rebate of $1.50.) 
Tickets are available· at all area 
ticket outlets, plus the Kiosk and 
the 'Market Department 
(275-2108). The campus organiza· 
tion that purchases the most . 
tickets will win a free keg, holder 
and tap. Once again, the dance 
. benefits the American Cancer 
Society. 
Maybe it's the full, harvest 
moon, but the thespians are 
crawling out of the woodwork. 
Late October is going to be an ex-
citing time for play-goers. Close 
the books and get away from the 
tube for a while (how many times 
do you really want to see 
"Werewolf of London"?) and sam-
ple some live fare. UCF' s first 
pl~y of the theatrical season is the 
musi~ spoof "Little Mary Sun· · 
shine." It'.s at 8 p.m. nightly, 
Oct. 29-31, Nov. 5-7, and 13·14. · 
Tickets are free to students with 
ID s (This could be a conflict if 
you rent a costume from Ellen. 
Etc. will look.into it.), $4 general 
admission, and $2 for senior 
citizens. Call 275-2861 (the 
Theatre Department) for reserva-
tions and other information. 
Seminole Community ·College 
scooped up the Central Florida 
premiere of the ·drama "The 
Elephant Man." SCC's highly ac· 
claimed theatre department will 
be running .the pl~y four times on-
ly (Oct. 28·31 at 8 p.m., and Nov. 
1 .at 2 p.m.). Student tickets are 
$1.50. Call Seminole at 323-1450. 
Stephen Sondheim's "A Little 
Night Music" opens at Rollins' 
Annie Russell Theatre ·Oct. 22 
and will run Oct. 22,23,24,29,30 
and 31. Curtain time is 8 p.m., 
with an additional matinee on the 
31st. Call 646-2145. 
Witch fanatics and munchkin · 
freaks won't want to miss "The 
Wizard of Oz" at Bob Carr on 
Oct. 19 and 20. The shows are 
You 're apparently on your own 
as far as costumes for the 
Monster Mash Thursday; Oct. 
29th, but if you're looking for a 
costume to wear Halloween 
weekend, try the UCF Theatre 
Department. The ·Theatr_e 
Costume Shop in . the Science 
Auditorium will be open from 2·4 
p.m. Monday through Thursday. 
The deadline for orders is October 
23rd. All orders must be picked 
up between the hours of 3 to 5 
p'.m. · October 30. Rental is a 
paltry $5 with· st.udent 
ID ... but ... you have to leave your 
ID -at the shop until the costume 
is returned. Call 275-2170 bet-
ween 2 and 4 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday; and ask for 
Ellen. 
' 9:30 and 11:30 a.m., and feature 
the Prince Str~t Players from 
New York City. Tickets for this 
Story Theatre production are 
$2.25. Call Erin Miner at 
843-2787. 
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SPORTS 
Face toughest test this weekend 
Can anyone score-on women's soccer? 
. by Elizabeth Perkins 
FUfW1t ataff. 
So far in the season, the UCF 
women's soccer team has shut out 
all of ·its1 opponents. Whether it be 
an exhibition match or regular 
season game, the Lady Knights 
have yet to be scored upon. 
In fact, the game scores sound 
more like that of a football game 
than soccer. 
For instance, in its first four 
regular season matches the team 
has slaughtered Miami, 20-0, skunk-
ed ·Florida State 15-0, runover 
University of Florida 14-0 and 
destroyed the University of Miami 
13-0. The big question is, can anyone 
mar this perfect recorct? 
"This weekend will tell us where 
we are" said head soccer coach Jim 
Rudy. The girls'teams will be facing 
"The girls know that they have had 
some easy games. We need the com· 
petition." . 
defeating North Carolina which is 
currently ranked fourth in the na· 
tion. If the Knights (ranked 11th) get 
into the finals of this weekend's . 
.tournament and beat ·Chapel Hill, 
they will be ranked in the top three 
in the nation. Revenge is also on the 
minds of the team members because 
last year, against North Carolina, 
they tied and lost the game on a 
·penalty kick. Also, a few girls on the 
UCF squad . tried out for N.C. and 
were not selected. 
Still, the home-field a~vantage in 
this situation may not be an adv1µ1• 
tage at all. Though the team may 
get a lot of support from the stand~ 
it will not get much support from 
the field. -Pibulvech describes· the 
turf as "astro-sand." This makes for 
a very slow playing field. 
That test will· come this weekend ~me· r~ competit~on for ~he first 
as the team hosts the 2nd Annual time_ this season. With but a few ex- The team has also been training a 
UCF Fighting Knights Women's In· . cepti~ns, the women have had a lot harder thanits competition. "We 
vitational Soccer Tournament. This relatively ea~y .sched.ule so far. Rudy · take it seriously. We have been 
just won't be any tournament for feels that thi~ is a disadvantage. training longer. We practice four or 
The first annual Intramural 
Weight Lifting Tournament will 
be held Monday, Oct. 26, .in the 
UCF Body Development Dome. 
There will .be competition by 
weight classes using three lifts; 
military press, bench press and 
dead lift. Entry forms, available 
at the Office of Recreational Ser-
vices, are due by Friday, Oct. 23. 
the squad, this will be the tourney. five times a week, while the other 
The Well-seasoned compet1'ti'o· n c·on· "Th t' th bl h . 1 teams hold practice only once or a s e pro em, t e gir s are 
sists of squads from V aiiderbilt, frustrated. We are so much more twice a week," said Rudy· "Our 
Duke, Georgia Tech, Alabama and organized than the other teams we practice is harder than the games.'' 
the University of North Carolina at have been playing," he said. Assis- · The team and coaches are concen~ 
Chapel fill. tant coach Dang Pibulvech agrees, trating their effort~ on successfully 
. . 
Soccer f ea ms robbed of cash, not of victory 
t , • ' • • I 
by Elizabeth Perkins. 
Future staff -
While the UCF women's soccer 
team has . -. good -luck on the field, 
its has bad luck on the road. 
Last weekend, both the men and 
the women soccer squads traveled to 
Miami for a match with the 
Hurricanes. The teams stayed at the 
Howard Johnson's of Coral Gables, 
where it was robbed. Also, its bus 
broke down twice over the weekend. 
stolen could be recovered, he said. 
- "Our policy covers theft in some 
cases,"' said Goldsby. "Right now, 
our police department is waiting for 
the report from Miami.'' 
'fWe are very fortunate that no 
. one was hurt; continued Goldsby. 
"The money we can suffer without 
but an injury or death we cannot." 
T.o further add to a disastrous 
travel weekend, there also was a 
problem with the tteam bus 
breaking down on two occasions. 
women shut out the University of Robert Lint crossed to a diving 
Miami. The bus broke down again Rony Francois who headed it into 
as the team was coming horn~, the corner of the net. The second 
leaving them stranded in Miami un- goal came early into the second half 
til Ia:te Sunday afternoon. as Luit rocketed a volley past the 
Both Rudy and Goldsby had after shell shocked Miami keeper. 
thoughts about the entire weekend. In other action Wednesday, the 
"We are never going to Miami men traveled to Melbourne to play. 
again,~' said Rudy. the Florida Institute of Technology. 
"Miami is more expensive to The ·match was another 2-0 vic-
travel to than out-of-state," said tory and the fifth shutout of the year 
Goldsby. "If I had my way, we · for Knight goalie Rick Bratencevik. 
would never go back to Miami." T.he goals came from the "Jfaitian 
Early Saturday morning, between 
3 a.m. and 5 a.m. someone entered 
coach Jim Rudy's hotel room. Rudy 
said his sliding door was unlocked 
because the air conditioning in his 
room was broken. By the time Rudy 
awakened, $1335 in University 
money was stolen. 
The first time was before the mat-
ch with Hialeah Lakes' soccer club. 
The coaches crammed into cars and . 
took off to defeat the club, 3-0 . . 
Kathy Mulquenny did the damage, 
scoring·a hat trick for the Knights. 
In the mens' game on Miami's sen8ation", Rony Francois and 
rainsoaked astroturf, things were a George Vr,ban, a freshman from 
little slow to start with. But. when Winter Park. . 
the pitch dried, the action got hot, .as The next home match will be 
the Knights rolled over the ·Tuesday,Oct. 20, when the Knights 
Hurricanes 2-0. With less than five face . Division I ranked North 
minutes to go in the first half, Carolina at 3 p.m. Also during the weekend, the 
Rudy speculated that ether was 
used on him. "I got . sprayed with 
something and I tried to move but 
Lady Knight~ hope to up record at home 
After a shaky start Carmen Pen-
couldn't" said Rudy. "It was like a nick hopes her Lady Knights can hit 
dream.'' 
Female.. soccer team member Lin- . the right stride today when they 
host.the UCF Invitational. da Gancitano told Rudy of the rob- Th d h hit · h d 
b b h l e squa as on some ar ery ecause er room was a so en- · t' . th t k 0 t · th tered. "Mary Holapa was looking rmes m e pas we~ · . u m e ~ h d ldn't f' d 't,, Texas Longhorn Invitational, UCF 
.ior er purse an cou m I , nl · l · 
'd G 'tano "Afte tha. t won o y one match while osmg 
sru anci · r ' we f Th L d K · h d f d 
·found that all purses were gone. I our. -e a Y mg ts e eate 
guess they sprayed ether in our air Oklahoma. 
conditioning vent." The women couldn't even get com-
The other members of the team in fortable at home before they were on 
the room were Laura Dryden and 
the road ag.ain. Tuesday, the women 
visited the Lady Seminoles of 
Florida State and dropped three 
straight games. Going into today's 
tourney, UCF has a 7-15 record 
overall. 
"I understood some of the losses 
would come," said Pennick. "But 
we are losing to some teams that we 
shouldn't be.'' 
A good representation of the 
country will be on hand for the in-
vitational. Rutgers, Tulane, Miami, 
Florida State, Alabama, South 
Carolina, Mississippi and Miami 
Dade South have all sent teams to 
the competition. The action gets 
underway at 10 a.m. today in . the 
UCFgym . . 
"After the tournament, we have a 
good chance to almost even our 
record,'' Pennick said. 'I In the tour-
nament, we have the chance to play 
in seven matches·.'' 
Michelle Jardine. Dryden recalls, ''I 
woke up the next morriing and felt 
like I had really slept good. The 
Athletic director ·search process l;)egins 
other girls were coughing and had by Brad Baldwin 
sore throats." · 
Miami police have no clues in the 
case. 
UCF Business Manager Bill Gold-
sby said this is the first such rob-
bery at the university. He is deter-
mining if the money was insured. 
Even if it is, only $500 of the $1335 
Future staff 
UCF has received over 130 ap-
plications in its search for a new 
athletic director, according to Dr. 
Henry Kennedy, chairman of the 
Athletic Director Search Commit-
tee. 
Kennedy said the committee is 
now eliminat~g some of the ap-
plicants and must have an athletic 
directonelected by January. 
Kennedy said nurumum 
requirements of the position are a 
master's degree and seven years 
management experience with an 
athletic program or a bachelor's 
degree and 10 years management 
experience with an athletic program. 
Kennedy said the committee 
would prefer to select someone from 
a school .similar to UCF and some 
one familar with raising funds for an 
athletic program. 
Head basketball coach Torchy 
Clark and Gerald Gergley are the 
only people from UCF to apply for 
the position. Clark, a member of the 
committee, recently withdrew his 
application. 
.. 
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Revenge sweet, Tigers -tamed 
by Vince Cotroneo 
Sports edttor 
After · four games into the 1981 
season, the Knight offense averaged 
only seven points per game. When 
.game five was over, everyone was 
scrambling for the record books as 
the UCF pummeled Savannah State, 
helpless en route to a 47-13 romp 
Saturday in the Tangerine Bowl. . 
Like a bear waking from his sleep, 
the Knight offense set nine records 
in the victory, the third in a row for 
UCF. The offense amassed 493 total 
yards, helped by John Muldoon's 
128 yards on the ground and Jeff , 
Froehlich' s 99 'in the air. Also, -Scott 
Ryerson set ff new T-Bowl mark 
with a 54 yard field goal. 
It was supposed to be the s.peed of · 
Savannah State's backs and 
receivers that had UCF concerned. 
By game's end, the defense grabbed 
five passes and held their running 
attack to a mere '37 yards. 
Brian LaPeter/Future Muldoon set the tone with a 73 
gallop early in the first perio& 
Ryerson's hoot followed, and by the · 
end of the first quarter, the Knights 
led 10-0. 
Tight. 'end Ken Carpenter (left) offers congratulations along with center Dan Burke (52) to halfback John 
Muldoon. Muldoon got the ball rolling for U.CF with a r~cord-breitking 73 yard touchdown run in the Knight's47-13 . 
~o~p over Savannah State. 
Before the Tigers could blink, 
Knight quarterback Mike McCrary 
riddled the defense with two TD 
passes to Froehlich and Jimmy 
Taylor. Raul Perez added a score on 
the ground from eight yards out. So 
with four minutes to go in the first 
half, UCF ·had the game firmly in 
hand, 31-0. 
In the span of three minutes, 
Knigh~s hope 
for upset' 
.over Bulldogs 
Savannah State put · two scores on 
the board. Just before the half end-
ed; quarterbac.k Tony Ric})ardson 
connected with' Reggie Tindal for a 
16 yard touchdown. To start the se-
cond half, those two teamed up 
again and UCF led 31-13. 
The Knight defense shut down the 
Tigers after that, led by Eddie 
James' 10 tackles. From there, UCF 
The fighting Knights go on the 
road for the second time this 
season when they travel to Hunt-
sville, AL to challenge the 
· Alabama A.&M Bulldogs: Going 
into the contest, UCF is riding a 
three gam~ winning streak that 
· has associate head ~oach Sammy 
? Weir confident. 
"Finally we put everything 
together," said Weir. · 
·ucF's opponent, Alabama 
A&M, sports the same 3-2 mark 
that the Knights hold. In their 
last contest,_ the Bulldogs lost to 
North Alabama 32-20. 
. The . Knights won their . only 
game on the road this season, 
left no doubt who was in control of 
the contest. 
Ryerson added another boot, this 
one of 50 yards, with three minutes 
left in the· third. The offense used 
another big play to set up its next 
score. McCrary hit Froehlich with a 
50-yard strike down to the seven-
yard line. Freshman fullback Steve 
Colobiale closed out the drive with a 
upsetting Millsaps 13-6 in · 
Jackson, Mississippi. 
Just like Savannah State, UCF 
. will 'be faced with lots of speed 
against them. ''They have 
tremendous speed in the offensive 
backs," said Weir. "We expect 
about 9,000 or 10,000 up there.'~ 
"They have a very quick defen-
sive secondary. We '11 be hard 
pressed to throw on them so we're 
h,oping to work the ball on the 
ground.'' 
As tough as UCF's schedule is 
· in 1981, Weir says the .Bulldogs 
could top the list. 
''We expect a very physical ball 
game from the Bulldogs,'' said 
seven-yard burst. 
It was Ryerson who put the icing 
on the revenge cake with field goals 
of 36 and 42 yards. For his effort, 
Ryerson, a Boone High Schoof pro-
duct, was named the game's MVP. _ 
His 54-score broke the old record for 
the longest T-Bowl field goal--oddly 
enough--Don Jonas when he played 
for the Orlando Panthers. 
Weir. "It will · be one of the 
toughest, if not the toughest 
game on our schedule, including 
·Bethune Cookman and West 
Georgia. 
Aside from the · fact · that 
Alabama A&M: is tough, it will __ 
be·their homecoming when UCF 
comes to town. 
"We enjoy bei.ng the giant-
killer, especially at homecoming," 
said Weir. "It gives that .much 
more incentive. We told our 
players, thes.e are the .big boys, so 
w:e're treating the game like 
Florida State going t<;> Notre 
Dame, - · · 
Sanchez backs promises with record 
by Vince Cotroneo 
Sports edttor 
Anytime a new coach arrives at a 
university, the opening statement is 
usually, "we expect to have th~ best 
team ever.'' For the 1981-82 
women's basketball season, UCF 
has a coach making those statemen-
ts who has the backgroun~ to back 
it up. 
Joe Sanchez is the newcomer to 
the Knights program. He becomes 
the third female head basketball 
coach in as . many years following 
Nancy Sirmons and . Sharon Adam-
son. 
"First of all, this is a challenge, " 
says Sanchez, a native New Yorker. 
·This · area is a little goldmine. 
There's no reason we can't.build the 
University of Central Florida· into a 
national contender." 
ThaeS" not the first time Sanchez 
has said words similiar to that. 
Everytime he said it, the results 
quickly followed. 
Sanchez's overall coac'1ing mark 
.rests at 147-43 in both the high 
school and college ranks. Six times 
he has been named ~'Coach of the 
year." 
When Sanchez accepted a position 
at Bishop Lynch High School .in 
Texas, the team won only three 
games in the- prev~ous year. The fir~ 
st year with Sanchez at the helm, 
the school won the state title and the 
nex~ year, Bishop Lynch had a 
career high 34 wins and repeated as 
state champs. · · 
Only a fluke? Can't be done on a 
college level? Sanchez -disproved 
that theory when he moved on to 
William Woods College as head 
basketball coach for women and 
athletic director. · Two years in a 
row, the squad won 26 games. 
_ Other laurels in Sanchez's office 
include being a member of the All-
American selection committee and 
he was an instructor ·at the sixth in-
ternational women's basketball 
cli_nic in Mexico City last year. 
Sanchez knew the situation he was 
getting into coming to UCF. It was 
a matter of getting the point across 
that he wasn't just keeping the seat 
warm for the next coach. 
_ "At the beginning, the play~rs 
say, oh, here comes another one," 
said Sanchez. . ''It's hard for the 
players to adjust to a new style. 
Now, everything is on schedule and 
the girls know the type of ball I 
want to play. I think they want to · 
play for me and that's the key. 
Every coach wants to heEµ" that." -
:off-season training is very impor-
tant to any program. -Sanchez, with 
the assistance· of Tim McMillia.n, 
has the girls on a rigorous routine 
that would rival any program. 
New Women's Basketball Coach Jqe 
Sanchez . 
''The girls are lifting weights 
every other day: I'm a firm believer 
Coach, page 18 
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that we need to be physically strong 
to play a physical and aggressive 
game," · said Sanchez. "Our girls. 
~ave to. be stronger than the op-
ponent. We condition every day. 
We feel that we ~ust accomplish at 
least five to six niiles a day. Tim has 
done a terrific job in that depar-
tment." · 
The season kicks off November 
13-14 with the Florida jamboree at 
Lake Howell High School. 
"I'm no fool," said Sanchez. "We 
know what we're up against. If 
people come out, they'll get · their 
money's worth. This will be the best 
brand of women's basketball ever at 
UCF." 
A brash statement for most 
newcomers to -make, but not for 
someone with Sanchez's credentials. 
Men's basketball coach Torchy Clark.began the 1981-82 season at 12:01 a.m. in the UCF gym. Clark hopes the 
quick jump will help his squad improve 01;1 last year.' s 23-5 mark. Mike Brach/Future 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday Night 
LIV·E ENTERTAINMENT 
WITH 
SHALAKO 
Country Western•Country Rock 
. •Top40• 
Same Low Prices•s1.oo·c_over 
. OPEN 7 DAYS · 
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11 TILL i2 
THUR·SDAY -SATURDAY 11 TILL 2 
r..,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.;,.,.,.~,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,....,.,.1 -~ ·· I'C . . ~ I · t s om1ng... ~ 
I ROAD HALLEY ~ 
· I . Leaving UCF at 11:00 a.m. I 
l'i . SaturdayNovember2lst · . I I Keep Watching the ·FUTURE f~r Further Information ~ 
.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,..i..1111..11.1.111.11..11,j 
•...... -----·-············ I I 
I 10% OFF TO UCF STUDENTS WITH THIS AD I 
I I 
I •TIRES FOR CARS; TRUCKS, VANS AND MOTORCYCLES I 
I •CASH AND CARRY WHOLESALE TO POBLIC . I 
I •MICHELIN AND AURORA RADIALS FOR iMPORT CARS I 
I • JETZON-GENERAL· TY GAR FOR VANS, LIGHT TRUCKS AND VW'S I 
I •FORMULA MOTORCYCLE TIRES • LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN I 
•MOUNTING AND BALANCING AVAILABLE I 1· 
I I 
I CAPERILLA DISCOUNT TIRE COMPANY I I 615 FERGUSON DRIVE . - I 
I ORLANDO,FL.32805 ~ I 
I 298-4703 · . . I 
········-··············--·~ r-------------------------------------......i----------------------------- .(' ___ ..;, _____ ., 
Six of the best tasting beers in th~world. 
ERLANCER 
THE EXCEPTION 
I 
I 
I 
I 
pizza palace I 
. I 
4908 Lake Underhill Drive I 
211-3452. I 
Orlando, Florida 32807 I 
(S. Conw~y Exit of the E/W Expressway); I COME DINE WITH us I 
I. AND RECEIVE A I 
I 10% DISCOUNT ON I I ALL FOOD PURCHASES I 
I (WITH COUPON) I 
I NOT IN CONJUNCTION I I WITH ANY SPECIALS I 
-MONDAY NIGHTS-. 
Chicken Cacciatore $3.25 
9-12 35¢ Draft 
$3.00 Any Pitcher 
(Lounge Only) 
Enjoy Your Favorite Cocktail 
In Our Lounge 
BOOK YOUR NEXT PARTY 
AT JOHNNY'S & RECEIVE 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
FREE PRIVATE ROOM 
SPECIAL MEAL RA TES 
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR 95 
CAMPUS GROUPS WELCOME ... ________ ... ____ _. 
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Exchange scholar lends British lir to UCF turf 
by Kim Hawley 
Future staff 
He hasn"'t served tea to his students yet, but 
Dr. Lawrence Taylor, an exchange scholar 
from England, lends a bit of British flavor to 
UCF's College of Education. 
Taylor has exchanged posts with Professor 
Wentworth Clarke of UCF, and is teaching two 
courses: · •'Teaching, Thinking and Social 
Studies" and "Philosophies and Foundations 
of Criticism.'' 
Taylor said he agreed to the exchange 
because he wanted to spend a year in the United 
States and to develop the degree he is seeking 
in American history. Having been here six 
weeks, Taylor said, "The exchange program is 
well-developed. As my colleagues here put it 
so kindly, Professor Clark and I have ex-
.. changed everything but wives." 
Taylor is from Redding, a small town on the 
Thames River about 40 miles from London. 
Having taught at what England calls "colleges 
of Higher Education". Taylor said both 
American and British instructors have the 
same goals but methods and organization are 
radically different. "Our lectures are lecture-
based, not book-based. Our students have 
very different requirements. Now, our system 
is based on what we call ·essay writing. Our 
Residents 
seek 24-hc>ur 
visitation 
by Lisa Moller 
Future staff 
"A dormitory · policy providing 
24-hour visitation is being con· 
sidered by a UCF council of resident 
students. 
The Inter Hall Council will decide 
whether to keep the present visita· 
tion policy as i~ or extend it to 
24-hour visitation. , 
According to a handbook given to 
dorm students by the housing office, 
visiting hours are from 10 a.m. to 
noon Sunday through Thursday, 
and 10 a.m. to _ 2 a.m. Friday and 
Saturday. 
The proposed policy would affect 
all dormitories on campus, including 
those scheduled to open for spring 
term. Student body president 
George Chandler and housing direc· 
tor Chris McCray explained that 
there would be one dorm on campus 
that would not have 24-hour visita· 
tion and would most likely be one of 
the old dorms. Selection of visiting. 
hours and days in the .one dorm 
would be left up to the students 
residing in the hall. 
. The fight for extended visiting 
hours was launched last spring by . 
Chandler. In response to growing 
student concerns with the origir al 
policy, the university took a survey 
of students living in the dorms dur· 
ing the spring of this year. 
Of the 430 students living in the 
dormitories, 317 took part in the 
survey. The university found: 84 
percent opted for full 24-hour visita·· 
tion; 12 percent wanted to extend 
visiting time 2-3 hours; and 4 per· 
cent were in favor of reducing 
• visiting hours. Ninety percent of the 
males and 78 percent of the females 
opted for around the clock visita· 
. tion. · 
Chandler said thG policy will be 
submitted to the Housing Office for 
approval if the IHC approves it. If 
McCray opproves the proposal, it 
would then go to the dean of 
students, the president'a adv~sory 
committee, and finally · President 
Colbourn. 
term is three semesters long, and courses last 
a year," Taylor said. 
According to Taylor, essays written during 
the courses are worth 40 percent of a student's 
grade. A two to three-hour final exam is wor-
th 60 percent. Tests are taken after a 
semester or two of general studies to determine 
students' majors. 
"The biggest difference I . found teaching 
here," Taylor said, "is that I'm reading all sor-
ts- of things students have written instead of 
being inundated with just essays.'' Taylor. also 
mentioned that the student-teacher ratio is 
much lower in England. 
American and British students are alike, 
said Taylor, but he added that there are some 
superficial differences. Taylor said, "Most of 
our students tend to enter higher institutions 
as soon as they graduate from high school. We 
don't have this business of leaving school for a 
term or two to earn money for school since all 
students (in England) qualify for goverQment 
grants. American students tend to be more 
vocal than British students." 
In view of UCF's most obvious problem, 
overcrowding, Taylor said UCF is fortunate to 
be experiencing growing pains. "I'd rather . 
have to solve the problems associated with 
growth rather than those caused by declining 
student enrollment. Although students find 
Dr. Lawrence Taylor 
it rather uncomfortable at times, they should 
regard it positively," stated Taylor. 
So far, Taylor has found his stay in America 
pleasant . . He replied, ''People here have been 
extremeiy kind and helpful. Had I been left on 
my. own, I would . have undoubtedly felt 
threatened. Since teachers have a sense of 
camaraderie, there's nothing that I miss about 
teaching in England.'' 
OPENS OCTOBER 23rd AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU! 
.- . 
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Government 
· News 
WESALUTETHEUCFDE~ATETEAM . 
MEMBERS 
AL FERGUSON & PAUL McGASKILL 
. FOR THEIR FINE PERFORMANCE 
AGAINST THE . 
ENGLISH NATIONAL TEAM 
. CONCERT · 
. . 
DON'T FORGET TO PICK U·P 
YOUR HOMECOMING 
. CONCERTTICKETS ·. -
FEATURING 
& GARY u:s. BONDS 
NEW BANKING FACILITIES 
ON CAMPUS ARE NOW OPEN! 
CHE.CK IT OUT!· 
THE DENTAi ·CLINIC 
·WILL BE OPEN FROM SAM.TILL SPM 
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 
· .& FRIDAY FROM SAM TILL 5PM 
DENTIST HOURS 
TUESDAYl-S 
FRIDAY 10-5 
27"5-2413 
BUS SERVICE 
EAST ORANGE EXPRESS 
SCHEDULES & MAPS 
AVAILABLE IN S.G. OFFICES 
[ii] 
~ ,fe'T~~r,T..,T~l.T.e ~T~ 
. NEW WEEKEND HOURS 
· FOR 
CENTRALIZED SERVICES 
TYPING ROOM 
NOW OPEN 
1PM-9PM SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
( 
Senate Aetion 
Tuesday, October& 
Nominated For The Office Of Pro Tempore: 
David Bartholomew (At Large) 
Tom Gergora (Arts & Sciences) 
Kathleen Johnson (Business) 
. ' . _. 
. Senate Meetings-
are Tuesda.y at 3 p.m. . 
· in· Student Center Auditourjum 
Everyo·ne is· ~elcome! 
Ccqp-atulations to all New . Student Senators! 
r 
Student Government Offices 
are located in Student Center 
or call 275-2191 
Centralized Serviees , 
Student Center 203 · 
Theatres: 
--General Cinema 82.25 . 
Seminole · 
Altanionte 
Parkwood 
Fashion Square 
---Interstate 6 82.25 
----w·ometco 82.25 
Park East & West · 
--Eastern Federal 82.25 
Northgate4 
Conway Twin 
Orange Blossom 2 
Dinner Theatres: 
Once Up~m A Stage 812.00 
Musicana 810.00 
Theatre On Park 86.00' 
Attraetions: 
. Daisey's Basement 82.50 
(1 Free Drink) -
Circus.World-Adult 87.50 
Children 85.50 
. Busch Gardens 87.50 · 
Fun In The Sun 35.00 
East-WestE~pressway 32.00 
(10 Tickets) 
1· 
I• 
.. I 
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Retreat --------trompage5 
That ~ooks good on paper, except a 
'few of them ar'e earmarked in such 
fields as engineering and computer 
science.'' Colbourn said there are 
few minority candidates with doc· 
torates in those fields. 
to work as an advisory board to seek 
o~t candidates for positions. 
· "If you don't have a candidate, 
it's pretty hard to make the appoint-
ment,'' Colbourn said. ''If they 
don't ap}>ly, we can't go any further. 
A second faculty r~cruitment 
recommendation requested that a 
full-time recruiter for black faculty 
and staff be hired. When this recom-
mendation was first presented to 
Colbourn, he . told BSU President 
Victor Thomas that the recommen-
dation could not be met. 
We're trying to change that." 
A third recommendation in facul-
ty recruitment requested that the 
present black faculty · and staff be 
utilized in the identification and 
recruitment of minority applicants. 
The advisory committee, developed 
by Dr. LeVester Tubbs, associate· 
vice . president of ~tudent Affairs, 
will do just that. 
_colbourn is, however, establishing 
a committee from members of the 
campus minority faculty and staff "I have talked to Dr. Tubbs and 
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LEGAL SERVICES. 
OOT-P.ROBLEMS WITH: -------
Landlords?· 
Insurance-? 
Contracts? 
'The Police? 
Scudent Gove~meqt seeks · to p~ovide 
students ~t the University of Central Florida 
with'' ~gal serv4;Jes in matters affecting their 
welfare as students. · Seryices pro,Qded include 
landlord tenant, . . consumer' and 
discrimjnati~n problems. AlsQ, ·nQ,ncrimµiaJ. · 
traffi~ cases, divorce: conversion of- property' 
and name change_transacto_rs. 
. \ Our progr.~m offers legal ~dvic;e, con-
·stiltation and docume~t . drafting ~ of 
charge to students in qeed of services. Call 
215-2538 or stop Jly S.C. 210 for more in-
formation or an appoinment. ' . 
we have identified about six people 
from the administration and fa<:ul-
ty,'' Belle said. 
The final recommendation made 
during the retreat was that more 
black culture courses be staffed 
with black faculty. 
Dr. John Washington, professor 
.of Sociology, submitted a proposal 
last spring to Micarelli, concerning a 
course which would look at some of 
the social bases of black culture. 
The course . ·would critically 
evaluate some of the the0ries of 
.black culture, point .out internal 
variations in black cultural patterns 
and examine some Of the cultural 
traits found in the black communi-
ty. The class was to be funded by the 
Office of Equal Opportunity/Affir. 
mative Action for last summer 
quarter. 
However, Micarelli said 
Washington was not available to 
teach the course because of an 
overloaded schedule. When the 
course was not implemented before 
July l, the course's funding was 
allocated elsewhere . 
"A black history course doesn't 
have to be taught by a black faculty 
member, any more than a course in 
European history has to be taught 
by a European,'.' Colbourn said. 
"The bottom line is the quality of 
the course. But there is no doubt 
that a course in black history will be 
attended mainiy by black 
students.'' 
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Support SEX, 
oppose Trask-Bush 
\l4E L~TEST COLLE.GE. f~S"\ON 1=A'b: 
We at the Future have discovered SEX, and we 
think it is a good thing. 
· W~'d like to openly recognize it, : assist it and 
provide facjlities for it. We would like to welcome · 
it with open arms (and open minds). 
We just discovered SEX two . weeks ago. 
University of South Florida students are the ones 
who came up with it, but SEX is an idea that's 
catching on. . · 
SEX, Sigma Epsilon Chi, is an organization of 
USF students requesting recognition from the 
university. Its sole _purpose is · to challenge the 
Trask-Bush Amendment by openly advocating 
sex between married, or unmarried persons. 
The amendment -presently under appeal before 
the Florida Supreme Court, would deny state 
funds to any Florida college or university 
providing· facilities, assistance or .recognition to 
any organization advocating sex between persons 
not married to each other. 
L-J.---J< 
INSP\R~t) · ~'"1 
the polls. · . 
USF is not the only university making a stand 
against . the provision. The University of 
Florida's student senate passed a resolution af-
firming that adults have the right to make. in-
dependent decision's concerning sex. 
The opening o{this editori~l, with its emphasis 
on SEX probably piqued your interest. It wa~ a 
frivolous way to draw your attention to a serious 
issue which many students have long ignored. 
· The Moral Majority argues that because they. 
are taxpayers, they don'twant to see their money 
I supporting state universities when those . umv-
ersities. allow open discussion of "abnormal" 
notions, or existence of "immoral" organizations. 
academic and __ First Amendment freedoms of 
so many. 
Students at other universities are expressing 
their dissatisfaction ~hrough organizations such 
as SEX. ' 
UCF students and other taxpayers tired of the 
legislative sanction, the time and money (in ad-
judication) given to the Trask-Bush Amendment 
should slap legislators' wrists in a letter · cam-
The individuals who oppose restricting the freei 
flow of ideas at universities are more numerous, 
but are also more passive, less orgamzed and less 
threatening. 
Measures such as the Trask-Bush Amendment 
are a response to pressures from a very vocal, 
very organized minority. They write letters. 
They threaten. funding. ·They flex their muscle at 
They share one trait with members of the Moral 
. Majority. 'rhey ar~ taxpayers as well. 
We should chide our legislators for bending to 
the ' pressure of a few, and threatening the 
paign. . 
Write your letters quickly, before someone at- . 
tempts to censor them. · 
Mary Wilson 
F.clitor-in-ehief 
Raci~m should be stopped, Vo_ting Rights Act should continue 
Racism? C'mon guys this is 1981. 
Racism went out with bobby socks 
and Steve Martin jokes. 
Well, welcome to reality. Racism 
is still here; it never even took a 
vacation. One of the finest examples 
of out-and-out racism, circa 1981, is 
the attempt of · some conservative 
southern democrats to defeat this 
year's renewal of the V otit)g Rights 
Act. . The real horror story of that 
statement is they are dangerously 
close to succeeding. 
· It made it through. the House of 
Representatives, but not without a 
substantial amount of debate. How 
will it fare in the Republican and, 
need I say it, conservative 
dominated Senate? 
The act is really a very simple, 
comm2_l'l sense, protectio~ of our 
civil rights. It prevents states with 
long histories of civil rights viola-
tions from fixing elections· by either 
gerrymandering the voting districts 
so minorities have less of a 
legislative voice or by passing 
voting laws · designed · 'to 
discriminate. 
The days of the . "Grandfather 
Clause" were not so far in the past 
that they should be forgot~en. In 
case you'J;"e not familiar with this lit-
tle racist ploy, let me refresh your 
memory. 
The Future would like to change 
its name. It no longer seems ap-
proporiate since Dr. Colbourn mov-
ed in and ·changed the school from , 
Florida ·Technological University to 
the University of Central Florida. · 
(Florida Tec.hnological University 
and the FuTUre, get it? Bet you 
stayed up nights wondering about 
that one.) 
Please enter the name change con-
test by filling out the form below 
and dropping it by the office or mail-
ing ·it to: Future(?), Box 25000, 
Orlando, 32816. 
The contest prize? · Why the 
notoriety, uh, distinction of course. 
Future(?)NameCbange ____________ ......, ____________ __ 
Name.-------~----------------~---------------
Phone Number -----------
Mike 
Grlff#n. 
The obvious fact that such a vocal 
.opposition to the act exists only 
shows that the legislation is needed 
as much as ever. The act has 
become as important and significant 
to the protection of human rights as 
any of the 10 points of the Bill of 
Rights. 
But, then again, why not 
. . · streamline the system? We all can 
Some states passed voter registra· speak freely · so lets do away ~th ~he 
tion laws that forced' citizens whose First Amendment. The truth of the 
ancestors had not voted before 1865 matter is, the passage of the act is 
to pass a "literacy" or "good. an extension of the Constitution. If 
citizen" test. Since most blacks , the reactionary facists of this coun-
before 1865' _were s~aves, and in- .try had respected, the constitution, 
eligable to -.vote, this certainly af- particularly the 15th Amendment, 
fected the voting habits of a lot of . the Voting Rights Act would never 
black Americans. have been necessary. 
Liberalism 'behind the times' 
Editor: . 
How long will the Future remain behind the times'? I speak of your liberal, 
leftist views,-particulary t,hose of your columnist ·(or is that Communist) 
Mike Griffin. 
He writes well enough, but the man is living in the distant past of 1960's 
militantism, a view that died with the ilk of Timothy Leary. Our nation's 
leaders and the U.S. press in general have learned that the new wave of the 
1980's is conservativism. We have been subjected to. liberal rhetoric for too 
long and are finally beginning to prosper without the likes of Mr. Griffin 
and his half cocked ideas. · 
It might benefit you Mr. Griffin t~ read more Charlie Reese and rethink 
your position. Liberals are like the dinosaurs of American politics,-they will 
soon be, if they're not already, extinct. 
James Riecher 
Driver leaves dog to die 
To the UCF driverin the grey car: 
It is your right to drive 45 mph through the small cij;y of Oviedo. And 
when the dumb beagle happened to be on the road it ·was your right to run 
him over. It didn't suffer much. · 
Everyone knows the car is a powerful machine and rules the road. I 
understand why you couldn't spare a few minutes to help the animal or alert 
the o\vners. He sh9uldn't have been in the road in the first place. Why _the 
hell slow you car down to see what you did? 
You probably thought it was a box·, and you knew that people don't let 
their animals or children cross the road. Don't worry. You did right. 
Mary Bartz 
• 
·m·ore Letters 
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but lately I'\:'e been so discouraged that I get"the 
feeling it's not worth it. I've felt opposition from 
the time of registration, to acquiring help from 
administration and faculty. . · H"ppy ending to 
registration story We students who work during the day have two choices for registration. First, we can miss work, 
which may .be for hours. Sec9nd, we can forfeit 
Editor: our appointmen~ time and register the night set 
To many beginning freshman, registration was up for students like myself. The only problem 
confusing, seemingly disorganized and just a big· with this second "solution" is the night happens 
headache. But not for me. · to be the last day of registration and there are an 
As an out-of-state student, my appointment enormous amount of classes closed. 
for registration was set on the last day, Friday, Accomplishing basic needs at UCF is also a 
and by then everything was pure chaos. People task. I had to spend additional hours off from 
were·running around looking at_ the big overhead work to get my books, my fees deferred, financial 
projectors full of numbers and watching the assistance, getting to the cashier's office, 
television video screens .. I just stood in the mid- validating my ID-and how could I forget 
dle of the room, not knowing what to do. Add/Drop? 
A very nice gentleman came up to me, offered The most discouraging block I've come against 
help and, for the next hour or so, counseled. and is getting extra help for my classes. Most pro-
aided me in choosing my courses. If it weren't for fessors leave you with the impression that it's 
him, I'd probably still be stariding in the middle close· to impossible to meet with them unless it's 
of the room wondering what to do. 9-5. Of course, they say they'll set up an appoint-
So once again, I'd like to thank you, Dr. ment,.but you definitely know you're a bother.'(! 
Harden, for all of your kind and helpful must say that one doctor at UCF has let his stu-
assistance. dent know he is available and he is.) 
Jacqueline Reslier I definitely feel that night students should have 
Night studen~s 
'shafted' 
·· all services made more · available. UCF should 
realize that with an increase in inflation and 
financial aid . cuts, more students will require a 
full time job to survive. · 
Kathlee11 E. Estep 
·~:~~:s the purpose of having night classes? Is it . Petition misleading 
so the "sun lovers" can play during the day or is · · 
it so working students can improve their educa- Editor: 
tion and job status? If the latter is true, then During the past week a petition form was cir-
UCF needs to make it easier for us students. culated among the university resident students. 
I am a good student who cares about learning, . The purpose of the petition is to abolish the man-
Page 23 
datory meal plan, but dozens of signatures ruive 
been collected under the question, "Do you like 
SAGA?" leading to a completely different sub-
ject. · 
This petition has been conducted without the 
explanation of possible consequence~. therefore, 
misleading students from the prime objective. 
In our opinion a poll or a petition is conducted 
by a trained person (on the issue) who will explain 
the true purpose of the issue in question,-not 
just simply ~ "yes" or "no" question in order to 
obtain signatures for a cause. · 
· Esteban Martinez 
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